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The Petzl Foundation was created in 2006. It is a new step for Petzl company.
It is my hope that by bringing people together, the Foundation can make a real impact in three areas
of public interest related to the vertical world:
- safety education,
- preserving and raising awareness of the environment,
- research on the vertical domain and related activities.
To learn more about the Petzl Foundation and its ongoing projects, go to www.petzl.com/fondation
Paul Petzl
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Fernand Petzl was only 17 years old in the 1930s
when he discovered his passion for caving.
A few years later he met Pierre Chevalier.
Together, the two young men became recognized
as caving specialists. Thanks to their creativity
and imagination, they developed original vertical
progression techniques and perfected new equipment
(climbing poles, nylon ropes).
They were behind many exploits and major
discoveries, like the Gouffre Berger in the Vercors
massif. At the same time, they were actively involved
in creating associations and institutions that oversee
caving and rescue.
In 1968 the first “Fernand Petzl” products were
sold. Rope clamps and descenders allowed ropes
to permanently replace ladders. This new type of
progression technique revolutionized caving.
In its more than 30 years in business, Petzl has
gained a level of experience that is unanimously
recognized in the field of verticality.
Petzl’s expertise stems partly from the practice
of caving, the activity that defines the company’s
history. The constraints encountered underground
are significant: mud, sand, humidity, and absence
of light. Other constraints are activity-related. While
exploring a cave, it is not unusual to use fixed ropes
that were first installed many years before.
To make advances in this domain we had to be able
to design tough, reliable products with maximum versatility.
Our practical experience in this environment led to our commitment to all vertical terrain: climbing,
mountaineering, ice climbing, etc. By being at the heart of these activities, we have accumulated a wide range
of experience that today directly benefits the entire line of Petzl products.
Because of our close relationship to the vertical world, Petzl has been able to continually improve its products,
to be on top of the natural evolution of activities, and to invent new tools by anticipating new trends.

© Arnaud Childeric / Kalice

© Petzl
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Development
Once our teams have identified a direction for new product research or for technical improvement
of an existing product, they propose a number of solutions. The notions of simplicity, common sense,
and reliability underlie the research. When a solution has been chosen, we rigorously analyze its uses and
any associated risks (operating errors, deviations from normal use, etc.). If this step is validated, we then build
prototypes. They are inspected and tested using our special equipment and then are gradually used in the field.

Testing lab

© Guillaume Vallot

Petzl products are designed and manufactured to guarantee the highest possible level of safety.
To do that, they must meet current international standards.
To provide an additional safety margin, Petzl has its own set of standards, which are the result of our
experience and our experiments.
Petzl was the first company in its industry to have a testing lab (since 1986). It was there that an innovative
piece of equipment, the testing tower, was born.
It’s used to reproduce, with maximum safety, the real conditions in which the equipment we are working
on will be used. Thanks to this unique tool, we can precisely verify the performance of the equipment used in
the vertical domain to see how well it conforms to current industry standards and to our own standards.
These operations are performed to verify both a product’s strength and the eventual effects of wear and tear
and deformation. Petzl systematically checks the strength and the operation of new products by simulating a
variety of extreme situations.

Experience
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It’s essential to control the materials and the
manufacturing process, particularly with regard to
textiles, metals and plastics, to be able to efficiently
respond to the needs of the terrain.

Metals

Textiles

Quality

To increase safety and performance, it’s necessary
to choose the right materials, to know the physical
demands to which the equipment will be subjected,
and to weigh the possibilities for its production.

Textile choice and assembly

Inspection

Aluminum

For obvious reasons of weight, aluminum is widely
used in the vertical domain. Working with it is
sometimes difficult, particularly when it is used in the
form of sheets. To increase efficiency and durability,
many details have to be studied and calculated. The
expertise Petzl has acquired over many years in the
areas of cutting, folding, and stamping aluminum is
invaluable. We can conceive and carry out solutions
that truly answer the real needs of users.

Steel

© Arnaud Petit

Because of its excellent durability, steel is essential
for the manufacture of certain components: ice axe
picks, crampons…
The way steel is used depends on the desired
mechanical characteristics and on the shape of the
parts to be created. These parts can be manufactured
from sheets or with the help of the cire perdue
(lost wax) molding process. The latter technology is
extremely precise and adapts to making pieces with
more complex shapes (e.g. the TIBLOC). In most
cases, these steel pieces undergo a specific treatment
(forging, tempering) to improve performance.
Some components also receive a layer of chrome
protection, ensuring maximum life and a quality
finish.
For ice axes and crampons, Petzl selects steel
according to our own specifications and casting
requirements. Our specifications are so stringent
that our suppliers call this steel “Charlet steel.”  

Petzl textiles are the main components of harnesses,
energy absorbers, quickdraws, leashes, and other
accessories and are selected according to precise
quality and performance criteria (tensile strength,
durability, and resistance to humidity, abrasion,
stretching, aging, etc.). Expertise in the assembly
and stitching process of different textiles is essential
for the safety of users and equipment durability.

Harness tests

The testing lab allows us to precisely reproduce
the way harnesses are used. We can perform
multiple tests (dynamic tests for falls) by adjusting
their intensity and simulate extreme or unforeseen
situations. These operations can be particularly
demanding for the equipment. They are essential for
studying the behavior of the assembly (seams) and
other components. The testing procedures allow us
to validate new assembly processes and to verify the
performance of prototypes or pre-series products.

Plastics
Plastic allows for interesting approaches to design,
shock absorption, ergonomics, finishing, etc.
Petzl has learned how to control both the behavior
of different materials in their user environment and
the technical aspects of the injection process.
Plastics are primarily used in helmets and
headlamps. Through our experience, we have
developed other uses for it as well, using it where
metal was previously used (the thumb catch for the
ASCENSION) and for new and innovative product
parts (the NOMIC handle).

Petzl uses different testing and inspection methods to verify the quality of its products throughout
the manufacturing process. This allows us to remove from the production lines all components or
products that do not meet Petzl standards.
The first step involves the inspection of components from external suppliers (non-conforming pieces
are rejected). Additional inspections are carried out during the assembly of different components,
allowing us to continuously monitor quality during mass production.
The different assembly steps are examined to prevent use of defective parts and to avoid potential
assembly errors: equipment with foolproof systems, cameras that check for the presence of parts,
etc. Once finished, Petzl products undergo a final inspection. Many pieces of equipment are tested
individually.

Destructive tests

Selected randomly from the production line, a certain number of products are tested beyond the
normal limits of use. This method verifies the final quality of Petzl products and measures the lifespan
of certain components (LEDs, incandescent bulbs, harness buckles, etc.).

Certification

Petzl has been ISO 9001 certified since 1995.
This certification recognizes the organization and efficiency of a company and guarantees the quality
of its products. The entire organization is involved, from conception to after-sales service.

CE markings

The CE mark displayed on Petzl products guarantees that we respect the essential European safety,
health, environmental and consumer protection directives

Guarantee and After-Sales Service
All Petzl products are internationally guaranteed for three years.
Petzl will repair or replace a product having any defect in materials or manufacture.
All after-sales cases are meticulously recorded, whether they are covered by the guarantee or not.
This data is then transmitted to our research and design team and plays an active part in product
improvement.

Innovation
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Petzl was built on an single ambition: to find solutions that meet the safety and
performance needs of users, whether they be cavers, rock climbers, mountaineers,
ice climbers…
Here are just a few of the many examples:

1

2

3

The handled ascender (1)
ASCENSION

Handled ascenders must be dependable and function under all circumstances
(caving, mountaineering, big wall) and in difficult conditions (muddy or frozen
ropes, etc).
From the very origins of this product, the geometry and the position of the teeth
on the Petzl cam were designed to clamp down on the rope the moment the
handle is weighted. This mechanism increases security and efficiency in any
environment and  minimizes rope wear. The self-cleaning slot allows dirt and
other particles to escape. For going up and up...

The safety buckle for harnesses (2)
DoubleBack

To make it easier to put a harness on and to reduce the risk that the buckles
might be fastened incorrectly, we developed the DOUBLEBACK buckle,
which was inspired by the buckles used on crampon straps. In a single
movement, this system allows the harness to be quickly tightened and secured
without having to rethread the buckle. This patented innovation assures that our
harnesses and other webbing accessories have a comfortable fit with increased
safety.

Snag-free carabiner gate system (3)
KeyLock

4

Popularized by Petzl, the KeyLock* system prevents the carabiner from snagging
when clipping or unclipping anchors, ropes, harnesses, etc. The interface between
the gate and the body of the carabiner has no hook or sharp edges.
* Designed by Jean-Paul Fréchin, Chamonix.

Carabiner positioning aid (4)
STRING

Petzl developed this accessory to make clipping the rope to a quickdraw easier.
Used on the rope side of a quickdraw, the STRING helps hold the carabiner in the
correct loading position. Clipping is easier and quicker. The STRING also protects
the webbing from abrasion. This accessory allows the climber to concentrate on
what matters...climbing!

© Sam Bié

5

6

Belay device with moving cam (5)
GRIGRI

How do you make belaying easier with increased safety while still using standard
belay techniques? In 1991, Petzl answered that question with the GRIGRI.
The moving cam helps brake the rope if it is sharply loaded from a fall, provided
the belayer’s brake hand is on the free end of the rope.
While the climber is working and climbing the route, the belayer can belay with
increased confidence and comfort.

Leashless ice climbing tool (6)
NOMIC

More fluidity, with maximum mobility and the ability to adapt your movements to
the medium, with more freedom for better performance and increased safety...
On rock? No, on ice!
Working with a team of experts, Petzl created the QUARK ERGO and later the
NOMIC, designed to be used without leashes. No longer are climbers limited by
their ice tools. The geometry and ergonomics of the NOMIC’s adjustable handle
make for a natural interface that can be comfortably gripped in multiple ways.
Opening up new possibilities to find the original sensations of rock climbing.

New products for 2007
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Harnesses
Mountaineering and climbing harnesses
HIRUNDOS

Frame Construction (1) new

High-strength bias tape on the edges of the waist belt and leg loops provides
strength and support. Weight is distributed over the entire area between the tape,
making the harness very comfortable and extremely well ventilated.

Clearly identified green belay loop (2) new

The green color and the marking draw attention to the point where the belay
device/descender must be connected. It’s the strongest part of the harness.

1

5

Reinforced tie-in points (2) new

Ultralight sport climbing harness. We’ve pushed
our Frame Construction technology to the extreme:
a 300 g harness with maximum ventilation and
freedom of movement. You’ll hardly notice that you’re
wearing this harness on your redpoint burn.
The four gear loops and the CARITOOL slots
mean that you can now climb long routes with
the HIRUNDOS.

When climbing, falling and hanging, the tie-in points undergo a great deal
of wear from the rope rubbing. These areas are reinforced to increase durability.

DoubleBack buckles (3)

The DoubleBack buckle is patented by Petzl.
The webbing is always threaded through the buckle. Adjustments can be made
with one hand. The buckles lock automatically. The buckle can be completely
undone if necessary (to put the harness on when wearing skis, for example).

Rigid front gear loops (4)
They help keep quickdraws, etc. away from the body. Their inclined design helps
make gear easily accessible at all times.

HIRUNDOS

2

6

SAMA / SELENA

Flexible rear gear loops (5)

Reduces pressure points when wearing a backpack.

All-around climbing harness with elastic leg loops.
Frame Construction technology for lightweight,
breathable comfort. The elastic leg loops are always
in contact with the body and allow maximum freedom
of movement.
The women’s SELENA: the curve of the waist belt is
accentuated to fit the shape of a woman’s form.
The rise has been increased and the waist size is
smaller than that of the men’s harness.

CARITOOL slots (6)

The waist belt is designed with slots that accept the modular CARITOOL
gear holder.

Trail line loop (7) new

Clip a trail line or chalk bag to the rear trail line loop.

Detachable elastic leg loop straps (8)
To partially detach the leg loops, the rear elastic straps can be easily unhooked
without removing the harness.

3

7

SAMA

4

8

SELENA

New products for 2007
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Harnesses, helmet, via-ferrata lanyard
Mountaineering and climbing harnesses

ADJAMA

LUNA

ADJAMA / LUNA

ELIOS

These mountaineering and climbing harnesses with
adjustable leg loops are designed for those who love
mountaineering and climbing multi-pitch routes in
the mountains.
The Frame Construction technology allows these
harnesses to be both compact and breathable.
The leg loops adjust quickly and easily, a great
benefit when you are wearing different thicknesses of
clothing. The buckles can be completely undone to
put the harness on while wearing crampons or skis.
The LUNA was designed for women: the curve of the
waist belt is accentuated to fit the shape of a woman’s
form. The rise has been increased and the waist size
is smaller than that of the men’s harness.

Multi-purpose climbing helmet.
The best compromise between durability and low weight. The new headband with adjustment wheel and
the expanded foam liner provide a stable and comforable fit. The polycarbonate shell can handle just about
anything. The ten holes in the shell provide ventilation. Now available in five colors: white, orange, blue,
green and anthracite.

CORAX

SCORPIO EASHOOK

Totally adjustable, comfortable and multi-purpose
harness for practically all activities, from via-ferrata
to mountaineering.
The two buckles on the waist belt allow the tie-in
point to be centered and the gear loops to be
positioned symmetrically.

Via-ferrata lanyard with energy absorber.
The retractable lanyard arms stay out of the way
and are easy to use. The double action EASHOOK
carabiners are quick and simple to clip, facilitating
the passage of rebelays.

CORAX

New products for 2007

Emergency headlamp

e+LITE
Ultra-compact and ultralight emergency headlamp.
Guaranteed for 10 years. It can be stored with its
batteries and used in any conditions.
Three white LEDs produce even performance lighting
(up to 19 m), with long burn times: up to 45 hours,
or the equivalent of about 4 consecutive nights.
Red light mode helps preserve night vision.
Take this headlamp with you everywhere…
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Passion

Sport climbing
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Kalymnos - Greece

© Sam Bié

When to go? That is the question.
Routes with rests are tough and this
one has at least four where I can take both hands
off. The crowd is willing me below, demanding
action, but I’m sitting tight, hanging in there for
a little longer trying to eak out a little more
stamina from my precarious balancing act.
This is the Ultimate Route and it demands respect.
It will take every ounce of energy I can save.
And this is my only chance. To rush is to fail.
With passing seconds my mind and fingers

prepare themselves for battle but slowly my body
starts to ache from the contorted resting place.
That’s it, I can’t stay any longer,
it’s time to go...
Steve McClure

Kalymnos - Greece

Kalymnos is an amazing island, a true climbing paradise
located in the heart of the Mediterranean sea. In the fall
of 2006, Roc Trip took place: a gathering of climbers
from all over the world. Accessible by boat or an hour
hike, the isolated Sikati Cave hosted the world’s best
climbers, who were there to attempt the Ultimate Route.
The route, put up just for the occasion, was extremely
difficult and rated around 8c. Only three climbers
linked it and clipped the anchors during Roc Trip:
Dani Andrada, Chris Sharma and Steve McClure.
Bravo!

Sport climbing
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Equipment selection

GRIGRI®

HIRUNDOS

CODALIX

ATTACHE SCREW-LOCK

SPIRIT EXPRESS

© Sam Bié

Traveling to climb
A climbing trip is, above all, about being with travel
companions, and once at the destination, it’s about
meeting the local climbers, the inhabitants, the men and
women who live there. Exchanging opinions and sharing
experiences: these are more than words,
or no one would travel to climb. Far from home,
we each perceive climbing in new ways. So which is it?
Do you travel to climb - or climb to travel?

GRIGRI Self-braking belay device. Helpful when catching lead falls and working routes, for both top roping and lead climbing. HIRUNDOS Ultra-lightweight harness
(size M weighs 300 g). Design, ventilation and comfort for sport climbing performance. Leg loops with elastic won’t limit freedom of movement. Two rigid gear loops are
angled forward for quick access to quick draws. CODALIX Ergonomically designed chalk bag with wide, zippered closure. Pile interior helps distribute chalk. Adjustable belt.
ATTACHE SCREW-LOCK Compact manual locking carabiner, works well when setting up to get lowered without untying. SPIRIT EXPRESS Easy-to-use quickdraw: ideal
shape and easy to clip. 10 kN open gate breaking strength. The STRING on the rope end of the quick draw helps hold the carabiner in place and protects the webbing from abrasion.
In addition: METEOR III helmet, FREINO carabiner, OUISTITI full-body harness for children and e+LITE emergency light.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144

Sport climbing
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Technical tips
A_Tying in
B_Basic belaying techniques
C_Connection between the belay device and its attachment carabiner
D_Belayer positioning and stance
E_Clipping a quickdraw
F_Falling
G_Setting up to be lowered without untying
H_Lowering the leader
I_Prolonging the life of your rope

B_Basic belaying techniques

Giving slack.

C_ Connection between the
belay device and its attachment
carabiner

Stopping a fall.

Taking up slack.

A_Tying in
Figure-8 knot.
1

2

3

4

1
Tying in to a harness.

2

© Sam Bié

3

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

Sport climbing
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Technical tips
D_ Belayer positioning and stance

E_ Clipping a quickdraw

Stay directly underneath the first piece of protection.

Choose the right quickdraw length.

Extending an anchor with a sling to avoid incorrect carabiner loading.

Backing-up the belayer:
- weight difference,

Rope path through a quickdraw.

- belaying under a roof.

© Sam Bié

Clipping methods.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

Sport climbing
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Technical tips
F_Falling

G_Setting up to be lowered without untying

I_ Prolonging the life of your rope

Attention: do not let the rope run behind your leg.

Alternate ends when climbing and use a rope bag.
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

H_ Lowering the leader
Make sure your rope is long enough, always tie a knot at the end.

6

7

© Sam Bié

5

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

Multi-pitch climbing
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Salto Angel - Venezuela

© Evrard Wendenbaum

We didn’t really know how hard the
route was. The English climbers that
did it the previous year spoke of mediocre rock
and full-on adventure, in the jungle with
crocodiles and tarantulas... In reality, that’s why
we went there! We ended up getting schooled.
After two days in a dugout canoe, you get to the
foot of the wall. The ambiance is sinister, it’s
dark, and the waterfall is crashing down on you...
The overhanging wall is oppressive.
Some pitches are really dangerous, all of them

are (marginally) protected with cams, stoppers
and pitons - no bolts. We divided the pitches into
three categories: runout, very runout and super
runout. We shared the key pitches with Nicolas.
Ten pitches between 7b and 7c/7c+. The goal
was to onsight all of them, even those that would
have been rated the equivalent of A3. We were
only able to onsight five. The rest we climbed on
the second or third try. Three pitches on the
upper part of the route couldn’t have been aided
and had mandatory sections of 7b. If it’s wet or

you don’t have the energy, you’re stuck.
After 12 nights on the wall, it was time to get to
the amazing summit plateau. Our food supply
was dwindling...
Arnaud Petit

Salto Angel - Venezuela

Climbed in 15 days in March 2006 by Nicolas Kalisz,
Arnaud Petit, Stéphanie Bodet, Toni Arbones,
Igor Martinez and Evrard Wendenbaum.
Second ascent of Rainbow Jambaia (900 m of climbing,
660 m of vertical gain) first climbed John Arran
and team in 2005. Rainbow Jambaia is the
free variation (rated E7) of the famous route,
Salto Angel (A4/6b), first climbed in 1990 by
Jesus Galvez and Adolfo Medinabeitia.

Multi-pitch climbing
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Equipment selection

METEOR III

REVERSO®

Am’D

SAMA

SELENA

SHUNT

FIN’ANNEAU

© Evrard Wendenbaum

A question of experience
A climbing trip is, above all, about being with travel
companions, and once at the destination, it’s about
meeting the local climbers, the inhabitants, the men and
women who live there. Exchanging opinions and sharing
experiences: these are more than words,
or no one would travel to climb. Far from home,
we each perceive climbing in new ways. So which is it?
Do you travel to climb - or climb to travel?

METEOR III Ultra-lightweight helmet (235 g), ventilated and easy to adjust. Once it’s on your head, the only thing you’ll notice is its comfort. SAMA The elastic leg loops on this
harness won’t limit your freedom of movement. Comfortable when hanging and well-ventilated. Four gear loops help organize gear for long routes. SELENA Women’s version of the
SAMA: waist belt shaped and sized for women, with longer rise. REVERSO Multi-purpose descender/belay device: belaying the leader, self-braking belaying for one or two seconds,
for rappelling. 80 g you don’t want to be without! Am’D D-shaped carabiner, available with manual or automatic locking systems: for use at the end of a lanyard and to connect the
REVERSO to a harness or to the belay anchor. SHUNT Back-up rope clamp, a mechanical replacement for Prusiks, etc. when rappelling. Very useful for hauling systems or ascending
ropes. FIN’ANNEAU Dyneema webbing sling: lightweight, compact and highly abrasion resistant. 8 mm wide. Available in four sizes, for extending pieces of protection or building
a belay.
In addition: WILLIAM carabiner for belay station organization, CHALK ROUND chalk bag and TIKKA XP headlamp in case you get benighted.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144

Multi-pitch climbing
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Technical tips
A_Tying in with half ropes
B_Belay anchors
C_Belaying the second with a REVERSO
D_Organizing the rope at the belay station
E_Belaying the leader
F_Rappeling
G_Rappel scenarios
H_The differences between single, half and twin ropes

C_Belaying the second with a REVERSO
Helping the second: hauling.

A_Tying in with half ropes
A figure-8 knot on each end of the rope.

Lowering the second in self-braking mode.

B_Belay anchors
Linking anchor points.

Clipping in with a clove hitch.

© Evrard Wendenbaum

Effect of the angle on a load-sharing anchor.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

Multi-pitch climbing
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Technical tips
D_Organizing the rope at the belay
station

E_Belaying the leader

When switching leads, make shorter and
shorter loops.

With the REVERSO and HUIT, a directional anchor is necessary
either very close to the belay or on the belay, if it is “securely”
bolted.

F_Rappelling
Without a directional anchor, a Munter hitch is
the only way to catch a leader fall.

Attaching a sling for rappelling.

Rappelling: preparation and descent.

1

Setting up the rappel when descending on two
ropes tied together.
2
=
20 cm min.

This technique helps prevent the rope from
getting tangled.

© Evrard Wendenbaum

4

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

3

Multi-pitch climbing
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Technical tips
G_Rappel scenarios

H_The differences between single, half and twin ropes
Weight.

≈ 78 g/m

≈ 2 x 48 = 96 g/m ≈ 2 x 37 = 74 g/m

Rappel length.

© Evrard Wendenbaum

Safety.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

Glacier travel
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Volcan Lautaro - Argentina

© Guillaume Vallot

Despite everyone’s hard work,
I wonder if this wall of boulders and
snow will cave in. The traitorous, violent winds
smash the tents we’ve been huddling in for the
last 48 hours. I don’t dare imagine bivouacking
without some kind of protection or even the
possibility of a stronger storm. “Es una tempesta
normale,” Eduardo flatly stated. A taste of the
legendary Patagonia! The following afternoon,
the team, spread out over the different summits
of the volcano, was overwhelmed with

amazement. I still can’t believe that we were able
to summit after all we went through. The weather
is perfect. We overlook the Hielo Continental
and we can see forever. To the east, the peaks of
Fitz Roy and Cerro Torre. To the west, the icebergs
and green canals of the Pacific. A southern
summit, which was supposed to be 3200 m,
turned out to be closer to 3500 m, while on a
northern summit the altimeter reads 3665 m,
though the maps say 3380 m... A few fumaroles
release a sulfuric smell, which reminds us that

half a century ago, this volcano was capable of
terrible fits of rage. In 1973, during the second
ascent, the climbers would break through a layer
of frost and step in burning mud. Today, the magic
of the area favors the giant ice mushrooms.
Amazing!
Guillaume Vallot

Volcan Lautaro - Argentina

Climbed in December 2005, by Michel Vincent and
a team of six. The first ascent was by Pedro Skvarca
and Luciano Pera in 1964. Eric Shipton attempted this
isolated volcano twice. The Lautaro doesn’t have any
technical difficulties, but does require four to five days
of approach on the Hielo Continental from El Chalten,
crossing over the Paso Marconi.

Glacier travel
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Equipment selection

IRVIS

ASPIR

LASER SONIC

MINITRAXION

SNOWSCOPIC

SNOWALKER

TIBLOC

TIKKA® XP

© Guillaume Vallot

Route finding
Crossing a glacier is never a trivial matter. That applies
to the Hielo Continental as well as for other glaciers.
When a storm takes you by surprise (common in
Patagonia), it’s better to count on your route-finding
skills than hoping that the storm will end. When
traveling in crevasse-riddled terrain with bergschrunds
hidden by wind-driven snow, it’s better to concentrate
on making the right decisions and making them quick.
Knowing how to walk efficiently with crampons is one
of those essential things. So is knowing how to build an
emergency hauling system.

IRVIS 10-point lightweight crampons. These steel crampons perform well on both hard ice and rock. The included ANTISNOWs help reduce snow build-up.
SNOWSCOPIC Telescopic trekking pole/ice axe. Multi-purpose: approach trails, glacier travel, easy snow routes. Comfortable grip when used in “piolet canne.”
SNOWALKER Lightweight ice axe for glacier travel and easy snow routes. Comfortable grip when used in «piolet canne» mode. Available in three lengths for climbers of
different heights. ASPIR This lightweight harness won’t interfere when walking. Two gear loops for ice screws, ascenders, etc. Foam padded, adjustable waist belt and leg loops for
comfort when hanging. LASER SONIC Simple and easy to place ice screw. In case of a fall in a crevasse, the hanger/crank handle makes setting up a load transfer anchor quick.
MINI TRAXION Lightweight and compact self-jamming pulley. This 165 g device makes setting up a hauling system quick and easy. TIBLOC Ultra-compact and lightweight (39 g)
emergency ascender, easy and quick to install on the rope. Use with the MINI TRAXION for ascending ropes and building hauling systems. TIKKA XP Compact and lightweight highoutput headlamp. Long range lighting for route finding and navigating crevasses. Even proximity lighting for use when gearing up.
In addition: ELIOS helmet for head protection, ST’ANNEAU Dyneema webbing slings, OSCILLANTE basic pulley and e+LITE emergency light.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Patrouille des Glaciers - Switzerland

© Mario Colonel

The gunshot sets us - and the
accompanying pressure - free, and we
take off in our running shoes down the bright
and bustling streets of Zermatt. Our one hour of
running and approximately five hours of skiing
have begun. We are away from the euphoria very
quickly, and our headlamps become our only
guides. It is 3:15 am when we slip onto the glacier.
The ascent of Tête Blanche takes place in an
extraordinary ambiance. There is a startling
contrast between the solitude of the mountains

and the sudden dance of the headlamps. At the
summit, we have to rope up and throw ourselves
into a nocturnal descent of two thousand meters.
Arolla, the Riedmatten Notch, Des Dix Lake,
and the Rosablanche Gulley unfold before us as
the day finally dawns. As we cut through the
heart of the Valais village at race pace after the
final descent on Verbier, we realize that we’ve
won. The months of training and the week of
altitude preparation at the base of Cervin weren’t
in vain. The Patrouille des Glaciers is a team

adventure. Each of us has his own character,
but each has the same motivation. It’s the culmination
of a season, and of a team.
Stéphane Brosse and Patrick Blanc

Patrouille des Glaciers - Switzerland

Invented by the Swiss army more than half a century
ago, the Patrouille des Glaciers is an exceptional
race: a non-stop linking of Zermatt to Verbier by a
team of three. The ski race covers 53 km across the
Valais region, with 4000 meters of elevation gain in
alpine terrain. Stéphane Brosse, Patrick Blanc and
Guido Giacomelli won the 2006 race with a new record
of 6 hours 18 minutes and 48 seconds.
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Equipment selection

IRVIS SL

SNOWRACER

PANDION

MYOBELT XP

© Adrien Pilet / PDG 2006

Did you say “ski”?
Skiing is the best way to get around the mountains
in the winter. Gliding is the ultimate reward, but true
conditions are generally more difficult than in the
summer. It is often necessary to leave at night to have
good snow for the descent. During a race like the
Patrouille des Glaciers, the terrain sometimes forces
skiers to rope up - unless visiting a crevasse is in their
plans. Skiing with ropes, or at night, or both: you learn
to love it.

SNOWRACER This featherweight (340 g) ice axe really performs: steel pick for solid placements, even in hard ice. Also can stand up to rock in the mixed sections.
IRVIS SL Lightweight crampon with compact and quick to attach binding system. These steel crampons perform well on both hard ice and rock. The included ANTISNOWs
help reduce snow build-up. PANDION This lightweight harness won’t interfere when walking. Can be completely unbuckled to put on when wearing skis. Single gear loop.
MYOBELT XP Powerful lighting (shines 50 m at maximum level, 65 m with Boost mode) with long battery life. The remote battery pack can be worn under clothes, reducing the
weight carried on the head and helping conserve battery life.
In addition: LASER SONIC ice screw, MINI TRAXION self-jamming pulley, TIBLOC emergency ascender and e+LITE emergency light.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Technical tips
A_Tying in and progression on a crevassed glacier
B_Falling in a crevasse
C_Hauling systems

Tying in for short-rope technique.

3

A_Tying in and progression on a crevassed glacier
Distances between climbers.
1
Tying off so the excess rope can be used when the rope in
use is loaded:

20 m

4

2

Climbing with a party of three: how the middle climber ties in.

- using a cow’s tail.

20 - 30 m

8 - 15 m

8 - 15 m
- using a MINI TRAXION.

© Guillaume Vallot

Attention: do not hold loops in your hands.

8 - 15 m

8 - 15 m
Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

5
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Technical tips
B_Falling in a crevasse

Transfering the load to an anchor.

Stopping a fall:
1

- ventral tie-in, taut rope,

2
1

2

3

- when holding loops,

Various anchor solutions.
Snow.

1

2

3

- tied in at chest-level.

mini 50 cm

Ice.

Hard snow.
mini 50 cm

1

2

3

© Guillaume Vallot

h

h > 30cm

d > 1,50m
d

maximum 90°

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.
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Technical tips
C_Hauling
The simple pulley system is very efficient. It may be used when the victim can help haul
himself out. It’s a good solution in case the rope is jammed on the edge of the crevasse.
A progress capture device should be installed on the hauling rope. This system requires a
lot of rope but not much equipment.

Double mariner system
The Double Mariner system is used if the victim is unconscious or when you don’t have
enough rope for a simple pulley or Z-drag system.

When the running carabiner approaches the anchor, slide the
system back down the rope to re-set the hauling system.

© Adrien Pilet / PDG 2006

Press on the TIBLOC with the thumb so that it will immediately
engage on the rope when hauling.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.
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Mont Maudit - Italy, France

© Mario Colonel

The first two times I wanted to do the
Küffner arête, I ended up on the Tour
Ronde, an easier summit close by. The third time
was the one! On the mountain you shouldn’t be
too focused on the ascent. Depending on your
mood, the conditions and your fitness level, you
have to know when to change your objective.
The Küffner is an ascent on a very esthetic
arête - like a balcony looking on the immense
Brenva face of Mont Blanc - but it often falls
victim to its own success.

In the fall, the mountain returns to its natural
solitude: there are few people, and even when
there is a trace, it is quickly erased by the wind
and snow. This time the conditions were very
good on the south face, with granular snow on
the arête. The higher we climbed, the more we
met winter conditions, and some snow on the
rock. There was too much snow during the
descent under Mont Maudit, which was leading
us to Mont Blanc du Tacul, and we had to avoid
the wind-loaded snow traps. But that’s the off-

season game in the mountains: you dodge your
way around the conditions a little while after
those first few snowfalls… You look for the right
slopes, the ones on which the sun will have done
its job. I wouldn’t have gone there with just
anyone. Only with someone whose skills I knew.
It’s about respect: never take someone - client or
friend - with you into an epic.
Philippe Magnin

Mont Maudit - Italy, France

Küffner, his guide Alexandre Burgener, and J. Furrer did
the first ascent of this route, which follows the eastern
arête of Mont Maudit (4465 m) and straddles France
and Italy, in July 1887. Philippe Magnin and his brother
Eric, both mountain guides, were accompanied by
Karine Ruby and Mario Colonel. The Küffner arête is a
600 m mixed climb, rated D.
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Equipment selection

ELIOS®

COSMIQUE

VASAK

CORAX

REVERSO®

MYO® XP

© Mario Colonel

The rules of the game
Mountaineering has always been governed by rules.
Getting up early to finish early, for example.
Skiing in spring, high mountain routes in the summer
and nothing in the fall. Things are changing. Summers
are getting warmer. Certain seasons offer new
possibilities. When fall presents an opportunity to slip
into the mountains, why not take advantage of it?
The only rule that applies is your own: with whom will
you experience these moments in the mountains?

ELIOS This helmet offers the best compromise between low weight and durability. Complete and precise adjustments even when being worn. Clips for headlamp attachment.
COSMIQUE Classic mountaineering ice axe. Forged head, maximum durability. Rubberized coating on lower shaft for good grip in “piolet ancre.” Comfortable when being used
in “piolet canne.” VASAK 12-point classic mountaineering crampon for walking and front-pointing. Durable. The included ANTISNOWs help reduce snow build-up. CORAX
Comfortable harness offering maximum freedom of movement. The leg loops unbuckle completely and detach from the waist belt, allowing you to add or remove clothing layers
without untying. Four gear loops. REVERSO Belay the leader, or one or two seconds in self-braking mode, rappel… This descender/belay device is useful for all types of routes.
MYO XP Powerful headlamp, the perfect balance between size and lighting performance. Focused long-range lighting (up to 65 m) or wide beam proximity lighting. Long battery life.
In addition: ST’ANNEAU webbing sling, TIBLOC emergency ascender and e+LITE emergency light.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Aiguille Sans Nom and Grandes Jorasses - France

© Pascal Tournaire

I jammed the head of the ice axe into
the crack inside the dihedral. I did the
first fifty meters and thought, ‘The worst is over.’
But after that, it was more of the same. On the
rocky bastion of the Aiguille Sans Nom, at -20 º,
the idea of removing my gloves to climb these
6c cracks didn’t even cross my mind. After a
minimal bivouac next to a large serac, the second
mixed climbing part, which is as tough, but more
conventional than the first, is amazing.
At nightfall, the summit of the Aiguille Verte is

a gift. Descent to the Couvercle Hut, then departure
towards the Jorasses via the Leschaux Hut.
The goal: the Margherita Pillar. As an appetizer,
thin ice and hard-to-protect pitches. Bivouac on a
rock embedded in the ice, with an unforgettable
sunset on the Aiguille du Midi. When we wake
up, twenty centimeters of fresh snow cover the
smooth slabs of the pillar; adventure has presented
itself without warning. On the agenda: a second
bivouac, a short night, suspended ten meters
from each other. The ascent of Point Young was

long, like the storm.
At the Canzio bivouac hut, some friends came to
join us - the conclusion of a wonderful adventure.
Being up there, it’s a rush to be alive.
That’s all.
Christophe Dumarest

Aiguille Sans Nom and Grandes Jorasses - France
Linking of the Gabarrou-Silvy route on the north face of
the Aiguille Sans Nom (in two days), and the north face
of the rim of the Margherita des Grandes Jorasses by
the direct Gabarrou-Apertet route (probable 2nd ascent,
in three days).
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LUNA

SARKEN

ADJAMA

REVERSINO

METEOR® III

AZTAREX

QUARK

MYOBELT XP

© Aymeric Clouet & Christophe Dumarest

The art of improvisation
Technical mountaineering is a learned balance between
organization and improvisation. Improvisation means
forgetting about climbing shoes, to transform an aid
climb into dry tooling. Forgetting the guidebook,
to better concentrate on the next fifteen meters, or even
the next fifteen centimeters, if they’re key. Or simply
setting up a quick station in any terrain. Organization
means choosing the right conditions, the right weather,
and even watching the sky from the corner of your eye
during the action. As in theatre, you can never improvise
better than when you know your script well.

LUNA Comfortable and ventilated mountaineering harness, the women’s version of the ADJAMA: waist belt shaped and sized for women, with longer rise.
ADJAMA Harness with adjustable leg loops, adapts to fit when wearing varying thicknesses of clothing. Can be completely unbuckled to put on when wearing crampons.
Comfortable when hanging, ventilated. Four gear loops. AZTAREX Ultralight ice tool (500 g) for technical mountaineering. Hand rest at the bottom of the shaft is comfortable
when climbing on steep terrain, even leashless. The rest can be stored in the shaft when the tool is being used in “piolet canne.” QUARK The standard when it comes to ice tools
for mixed climbing and steep gullies. Combines solid placements with an excellent grip. Adze and hammer versions. SARKEN 12-point technical mountaineering crampons for
front pointing and walking. The front points are designed for solid placements and excellent purchase in snow and soft ice. Durable. The included ANTISNOWs help reduce snow
build-up. REVERSINO This rappel/belay device for thin ropes is useful for all types of routes, belaying the leader, belaying one or two seconds in self-braking mode, rappelling…
METEOR III Ventilated and ultra-lightweight (235 g) helmet. Complete and precise adjustments even while worn. Headlamp clips. Add the VIZION face shield to help protect against
ice shards and spindrifts. MYOBELT XP Powerful headlamp, the perfect balance between size and lighting performance. Focused long-range lighting (up to 65 m) or wide beam
proximity lighting. Long battery life (up to 170 h).
In addition: LASER SONIC ice screw, ATTACHE locking carabiner, ROCHER MIXTE piton and e+LITE emergency light.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Technical tips
B_Movement

A_Basic crampon techniques
B_Movement
C_Progression
D_Protection
E_Rope paths
F_Belay anchors
G_Risk of ascender slippage when attached to the end of a lanyard

A_Basic crampon techniques

Position when standing (stopped).

Alpinisme

Ascending low to medium angle slopes.

Alpinisme
Alpinisme

Ascending medium to steep angle slopes.

Technique alpinisme

Descente
Technique
Technique
alpinisme
alpinisme

Descente
Descente

All points in the ice.

Descending low to medium angle slopes.

Feet spread apart.

Alpinisme

Alpinisme

Technique
Alpinismealpinisme

Technique
Descente alpinisme

Descente

Descending medium to steep angle slopes.

© Mario Colonel

Beware of snow accumulating under the crampons.

Technique alpinisme

Alpinisme

Technique
alpinisme
Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user
instructions and technical
manuals. Technical training is essential.

Descente

De
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Technical tips
C_Progression

D_Protection

Progression on an arete.

Using slings.

Clipping pitons.

Carrying tips.

Nut placement.

Progression on vertical terrain.

Extendable quick draw.

© Aymeric Clouet & Christophe Dumarest

Carrying webbing slings on the torso.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

Tips for clipping otherwise unusable
anchors.
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Technical tips
Shock force reduction with energy absorbing quick draw.
Falls with and without an
energy absorber.

Fall factor : 6/4 = 1,5
Dynamic rope
Shock load = 7 kN

E_Rope paths

F_Belay anchors

Single rope.

Equalizing nuts and ice screws for a belay anchor.

3m

1m

9 kN

6m

NITRO
absorber

- 17 %

3m
1m

6m

• Reduced shock
loading

• Increased shock
loading

• Reduced drag

• Increased drag

7,5 kN

G_Risk of ascender slippage when attached
to the end of a lanyard

Half & twin ropes.

Clip a carabiner through the two top holes of the
ascender, making sure the rope is captured inside
the carabiner, to help avoid the risk that the ascender
won’t jam on the rope.

Comparative curves: without energy absorber, with 1 energy absorber, with 2
energy absorbers.

Fall factor : 6/4 = 1,5

kN

Down back up

- 17% - 38%

9
8
7
6
4

SPIRIT EXPRESS

3
2

1x NITRO

1

• Reduced
shock loading

• Increased
shock loading

• Reduced
drag

• Increased
drag

2x NITRO

0,8

1,0

1,2

1,4

1,6

t(s)

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

© Pascal Tournaire
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Iceberg - Greenland

© Pascal Tournaire

First we had to find the beast.
At Ilulissat, Greenland, a huge fjord
holds the most beautiful reserve of icebergs
imaginable. The hardest thing is to find a fisherman
willing to approach these floating buildings that
they fear - with just cause. The iceberg shouldn’t
move too quickly, say 3 or 4 kilometers per hour,
and it should be stable and as compact as possible,
without obvious cracks. Out of twenty icebergs,
only one looks potentially climbable.
Ninety percent of the iceberg is under water, which

makes you wonder when you’re climbing a
forty meter-high iceberg. The submerged part
reaches down 350 meters into the ocean depths.
The ice is eroded by the sea air and the sun;
the surface consists of salt and ice, even though the
iceberg is composed of fresh water! While the ice
isn’t vertical, the protection is delicate and the
climbing is technical, with -2º C water below my
feet. This idea had played in my head for years,
as it does for many climbers. I work year-round as
a refrigeration engineer, so ice is my element.

Hanging out at the summit of an iceberg, with the
midnight sun lighting up an ocean strewn with
blocks of ice was a fantasy come true.
Benoît Gradelet

Iceberg - Greenland
Located in the Disko Bay on the west coast of
Greenland, the icefjord (Kangia in the Inuit language)
of Ilulissat is classified as a world heritage site by
UNESCO. The Sermek Kujatdleq, a glacier born of the
adjacent ice cap, is the northern hemisphere’s leading
producer of ice - 35 cubic kilometers of ice cubes per
year. The ice advances twenty meters per day and
breaks into pieces in the ocean.
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METEOR® III + VIZION

NOMIC

LASER SONIC

DARTWIN

NITRO 3

MULTIHOOK

© Pascal Tournaire

Play
Climbing on icebergs. Floating islands. The dream of
an adult who’s retained a bit of his childhood, even a bit
of his insolence. Ice is a game. Because of the material,
the texture, the structure, it is a demanding game about
which we dream almost year-round. We play in it when
the long-awaited cold arrives, or when we go to search
for the cold, to Greenland if we must. Or when we go
without ice. You decide where and how you play.
When’s the next game?

NOMIC Leashless ice climbing tool. Powerful, smooth swing and stable placements. Ascend ice with the fluidity, freedom and feeling of rock climbing.
METEOR III Ice climbing equipment is bulky, why make it worse with a heavy and uncomfortable helmet? The METEOR III is ultralight (235 g) and equipped with comfortable foam.
VIZION Face shield to help protect against shards of ice, spindrifts… Also compatible with the ELIOS helmet. DARTWIN Asymmetric dual point crampons. Precise and solid
placements. The SIDELOCK binding system eliminates the bulk of a heel bail. A perfect counterpart to the NOMIC. LASER SONIC Ice screw with integrated hanger/crank handle:
the handle is immediately operational. Easy to start and screw in. Can stay clipped to rope while being removed. NITRO 3 Used to make an energy absorbing quickdraw.
Reduces the shock load on dubious anchors. MULTIHOOK Multi-purpose hook. Used to help build an ice thread anchor, it unplugs ice screws and even tightens 8 mm bolts.
In addition: CARITOOL tool holder, HANDHOOK ice suspension hook and e+LITE emergency light.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Technical tips
B_Progression

A_Placement suggestions
B_Progression
C_Ice screws

Triangle technique: Sequence of triangle-shaped movements.
(3 points of contact: the two feet and one ice tool, centered over the feet)

A_Placement suggestions
Ice tools

Rotation for remote striking.

Resting positions.

mini 30 cm

Crampons
90°

© Pascal Tournaire

Switching hands when traversing.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

Mantling.

Ice climbing
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Technical tips
B_Progression

Belay station built on ice screws.

Yaniro: when the footholds run out.

2-screw belay.

Dry tooling.

3-screw station.

50 cm min.

Make sure the belay is in the
right spot.

50 cm min.

C_Ice screws
Ice screw placement position.

Temporary protection while placing
a screw.

V-thread: building an anchor for rapelling.

© Pascal Tournaire

Ice screw placements.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.
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Cerro Murallòn - Argentina

© Robert Jasper

What attracts my partner Stefan and
me is the promise of a great adventure
in virtually unspoiled territory, on a summit that
was possibly reached just once, twenty years ago.
But for days a storm has been raging outside;
climbing is impossible. The cave’s meter-thick
walls of snow and ice absorb all sound and every
ray of light. Here on the icecap the storms are
more violent than elsewhere, and we have a fiftykilometer approach to cover. No yaks or porters
like in the Himalayas! The weather is actually

worse than I remember. I’ve already been here
twice, and twice I’ve left without setting foot on
the summit. Totally against logic or common
sense, here I am for the third time.
On the day the barometer has stabilized, the day
we should climb, I feel like a patient forced to
run a marathon after spending a week in
intensive care. Two days of climbing, then we
have to wait again for another attempt. When we
finally top out on the summit plateau at 9 pm,
our last day

of climbing, the clouds are already thinning.
On the summit, at that moment, we feel nothing
but relief. For three years I had been obsessed
with that magical line. This mountain had
determined our lives. We’ve been granted
permission to live a dream.
Robert Jasper

Cerro Murallòn - Argentina

First ascent of “Autant en emporte le vent” on the north
face of Cerro Murallòn, in November 2005,
by Stefan Glowacz and Robert Jasper. No bolts were
used. The Murallòn is extremely isolated,
and requires a long approach, either by the south from
Estancia Christina, or by the north from Paso Marconi.
Having tried both approaches in their two previous
attempts (with photographer Klaus Fengler in 2003 and
2004), the two climbers preferred the first one, across
the crevasses of the Upsala Glacier.
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ASCENSION

BONGO

CALIDRIS

GRIGRI®

LIVANOS

ELIOS®

QUICKFIX

WALLSTEP

© Robert Jasper

Forget your points of reference
Tenacity? Patience? You probably need a lot of both
to carry out a successful expedition. But even more
than luck, you need passion. Leaving on an expedition
means leaving behind your points of reference and your
familiar mountains to tackle new territory - ranges where
there is no weather service. Where you have to trust
your companions, and above all yourself, your instinct.
Expect anything. And believe in it, with passion.

ASCENSION Handled ascender for long rope ascensions. Use right- and left-handed versions together for very efficient rope climbing. CALIDRIS Very comfortable harness for
long periods of hanging. Wide, double waist belt with two buckles help keep the tie-in point centered. Four rigid gear loops are angled forward for easy access to equipment. The leg
loops unbuckle completely and detach from the waist belt. LIVANOS Chromoly steel climbing piton. Resists deformation, designed for thin cracks in granite and soft rock. Petzl
offers five types of pitons in different lengths to fit the maximum number of cracks. BONGO Piton hammer. Pointed head and connection hole can be used to help remove pitons.
GRIGRI Self-braking belay device, ideal for long belay sessions while on the portaledge… ELIOS Durable and lightweight helmet. Comfortable foam padding with ten ventilation
holes. Face shield can be attached to help protect against flying shards, etc. when cleaning routes. QUICKFIX Adjustable sling for positioning when placing pitons. The loops on the
ends allow you to attach the piece you are placing so you don’t drop it. WALLSTEP Seven-step etrier. Stiffened steps are reinforced for abrasion resistance. Two handle loops at the
top help when high-stepping.
In addition: FIFI, REGLETTE, GOUTTE D’EAU hooks and e+LITE emergency light.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Technical tips
A_Lead climbing
B_Rope ascending: handled ascender technique
C_Hauling a bag with a self-jamming pulley

B_Rope ascending: handled ascender technique

C_Hauling a bag with a self-jamming pulley

A_Lead climbing

1

© Robert Jasper

2

See page 102 for rope ascending with ventral ascender and handled ascender

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.
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Val d’Isère - France

© Jocelyn Chavy

On the huge wall, the exposure is
everywhere. With via ferrata,
everything seems simple at first: the route is
obvious: you just have to follow the cable.
You just have to make sure that you clip the
lanyards and always say connected to the cable.
As you gain altitude, the advantage of being
roped up becomes quickly obvious. My mountain
guide Françoise Gendarme begins by measuring
out an appropriate length of rope - a few meters with the rest of the rope tied off and coiled in her

pack. Then, as we climb,
she attaches the rope to the specially designed
pig’s tails, so that there is always an anchor
between us. I think that it’s the time to learn how
to do a running belay, on safe terrain.
As the follower, I have to adjust my speed to that
of Françoise’s, to avoid too much slack in the
rope. With all this exposure, when your arms get
tired when clipping, I didn’t mind the fact that
I was being belayed from above. A little after the
spot where we took some photos, I thought we

had reached the end. Actually, there was still a
long traverse under a roof system, and we
topped out as the autumn clouds swept over
the sky.
Solenn Patrigeon

Val d’Isère - France
At the border of the Savoie, the Val d’Isere via ferrata
is considered to be one of the hardest in France.
Even if the route is, by definition, entirely equipped with
cables, it’s steep and exposed, with lots of traversing.

Via ferrata
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Equipment selection

SCORPIO VERTIGO

ELIOS®

CORAX

VERTIGO

TIKKA® PLUS

© Jocelyn Chavy

Roping up
Why rope up when the gear - harnesses and lanyards - is
there to catch a fall? Because when on a via ferrata, or
anywhere for that matter, nothing can be totally planned.
Because when in the mountains, even on a ‘safe’ route,
there’s always some uncertainty, an instant of doubt when
faced with the void or just a (short) lapse of focus. All
moments when a rope is useful... so the outing stays
enjoyable.

SCORPIO VERTIGO Via ferrata lanyard with tearing energy absorber. Retractable lanyard arms help make manipulations easier. Short, third arm can be used to clip directly to a
rung. ELIOS This helmet offers the best compromise between weight and durability. Expanded polypropylene foam liner, ten ventilation holes. Complete and precise adjustments even
when being worn. Available in white, blue, orange, green or anthracite. CORAX This harness is comfortable when hanging and offers maximum freedom of movement. Adjustable
waist belt and leg loops. The two buckles on the waist belt allow the belay loops to be centered. VERTIGO Automatic locking carabiner. Easily unlocks by sliding the sleeve. For use
on the third, short arm on the SCORPIO lanyard. TIKKA PLUS Compact and lightweight headlamp. Produces even, white light with long battery life (up to 150 h). Put in the bottom
of your backpack in case you get benighted.
In addition: SIMBA full body harness for children so they can try out via ferrata (roping up is suggested).
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Technical tips
B_Progression with energy-absorbing lanyard

A_Energy absorber REQUIRED
B_Progression with energy-absorbing lanyard
C_Resting
D_Roped-up progression

C_Resting

A_Energy absorber REQUIRED
With energy absorber.

Without energy absorber.

SCORPIO
ZYPER-Y

A few guidelines to remember:
- always stay attached to the cable,
- clip the next section of cable as soon as possible,
- only one person per section of cable.

© Jocelyn Chavy

D_Roped-up progression
If you are not comfortable in these types of surroundings
or if you think you may fall, you should rope up. Climbing
with a rope is safer, as long as you have mastered
rope use techniques. If you have not mastered these
techniques, then get assistance from someone with
experience or from a professional.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.
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Pine Creek - Zion, Utah, USA

© Steve Howe

My first descent of Pine Creek was in
the fall. The canyon starts out easily
enough. The third rappel brought us into a large
cathedral, an unbelievable space. We hadn’t
taken the wet suits, and the water had been
fermenting in the potholes for a while, forming
oily pools, the smell of which never left our
clothes. The water was cold - really cold - but it
was already impossible to turn around here.
We gritted our teeth and swam across the thirty
meter-long canal as quickly as we could.

We couldn’t even see an inch below the water’s
surface, so we had to be careful to avoid
submerged rocks. The inside of the canyon was
darker than you can imagine, with narrow
passages and spectacular formations. The final
rappel was more like caving than canyoning:
we plunged into the heart of the desert and ended
up in an emerald-colored pool. Pine Creek was
really another world, like nothing we’d ever seen
before. When we exited, even this late in the
season, the Utah sun was warming the rock.

Compared to the cold water, it felt like we were
under a heat lamp.
John Evans

Pine Creek - Zion, Utah, USA

Pine Creek Canyon is located in Zion National Park,
Utah, USA. You need a permit, available at the visitor
center. Conditions depend on how recently it has
rained; the water can be pure and clear or muddy and
full of debris. You need three or four hours to descend
the canyon, and a wet suit is recommended.
The rappels are bolted, but some drops require delicate
down climbing.

Canyon
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Equipment selection

PIRANA

ELIOS®

CANYON®

ALCANADRE

SPATHA S

© Steve Howe

The descent… Simple?
In an ascent, the descent is considered the easiest part,
even though it often proves to be the most dangerous.
Canyoning is about descending towards the unknown,
since you didn’t ascend by the same route. You link
the rappels without ever being absolutely sure of the
outcome. Of course, there are guidebooks.
There’s information you’ve gathered here and there.
But what you’re really left with is your confidence in
your rappelling and rope management skills.
Your self-confidence.

PIRANA Descender with three braking positions for canyoning. While descending, the two spurs allow the friction to be adjusted. ELIOS Lightweight and durable helmet. Expanded
foam liner, for use around water. Complete and precise adjustments even when being worn. Available in white, blue, orange, green or anthracite. CANYON Harness with comfortable
foam waist belt and protective seat (can be replaced). Two reinforced gear loops. Waist belt and leg loops are adjusted with DoubleBack buckles. ALCANADRE Pack with padded
shoulder straps. Can hold three 6 liters bidons. Mesh side and hole at bottom for water drainage. SPATHA S Clippable knife. Textured ring allows knife to be opened when wearing
gloves. Serrated blade for cutting webbing and rope.
In addition: SAXO AQUA headlamp in case you get benighted.
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Technical tips
A_Rappel descent
B_Horizontal progression
C_Communication
D_Protecting the rope
E_Bagging the rope

Blocked rappel.

Make sure the length of the rope is correctly adjusted.

A_Rappel descent
Braking positions.

Min.

Max.
Releasable rappel.

Additional friction.

Min.

Releasing a stuck partner

© John Evans

Stopping positions.

Max.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.
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Technical tips
B_Horizontal progression

C_Communication

Stop.

Dangerous obstacle.

Rope is too long,
take up slack.

Rope is too short,
pay out slack.

Release! Rope is too short
or the rappeller is stuck.

Using a whistle to communicate.

Done.

Release.

E_Bagging the rope

© Steve Howe

D_Protecting the rope

Free.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.
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Tsingy - Madagascar

© Olivier Grunvald

With all the surprising landscapes you
encounter, exploring the caves of
Bemaraha is a source of permanent wonder.
Like an acrobatic ballet, the bats appear and
disappear, going from one nest to another.
They are probably the origin of this unique
décor. This phenomenon can be explained by
the corrosion of the rock by the bats’ urine and
humidity combined with carbon gas they release.
The limestone weakens and easily breaks away
when the bats are hanging on the walls.

This process, repeated by thousands of
generations of bats, has bored hundreds of nests
in the caves of Bemaraha, of which some are
deeper than one meter.
In 1993, a Twin Otter aircraft dropped us off at
Ankavandra, a small village next to the
Manambolo River, bordered by what they call
the stone forest. We broke into the first big
chambers and tried to understand how to go
deeper into the heart of the labyrinth.
Now, thirteen years later, more than 180 caves

have been explored. Even before they were
discovered, an entrance had to be found in this
incredible, one-of-a-kind-landscape, sculpted by
erosion. Getting lost in there remains a child’s
game, even for a caver.
David Wolozan

Tsingy - Madagascar

The karst landscape of Bemaraha is located on the west
coast of Madagascar, between the Manambaho River
to the north and the Tsiribihina River to the south.
On the west side, lies Tsingy, a stone forest covering
600 square kilometers.
Between 1993 and 2006, 181 chambers had been
explored and more than 101,935 meters of galleries
had been mapped by several French teams.
Part of the site, classified by UNESCO, became the
Tsingy de Bemaraha National Park in 1994.
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Equipment selection

SPELIOS

CROLL

FRACTIO

PANTIN

STOP

ASCENSION

TRANSPORT

TAMTAM

© David Wolozan

Exploring another planet
Sniff out the right passage. Gain ground.
In Madagascar, the adventure begins well before
entering the chambers. Here, like anywhere else,
it all begins at home: a dream becomes a project.
And you gather all the available information and the
right gear. Here, more than anywhere else, caving is the
art of not getting lost. Crossing through narrow galleries
is as much a part of the game as is finding
the way back. Exploring another planet is an art.

SPELIOS Durable headlamp with waterproof electric lighting. Halogen light source for illuminating large galleries, and 14 LED array for powerful, even proximity lighting.
FRACTIO Double waist belt caving harness. All critical friction points have been reinforced or protected: metallic attachment points, PVC reinforced leg loops, adjustment buckles are
positioned between the legs. ASCENSION Handled ascender for climbing ropes. Works on muddy ropes with the help of evacuation slot. Can be operated with one hand to facilitate
passing rebelays. CROLL Extremely efficient ventral ascender when used with the handled ASCENSION.Designed to rest flat against the chest once in place. PANTIN This foot
ascender makes rope climbing easier: using the foot helps keep the body positioned vertically for more efficiency and helps relieve the arms. STOP Self-braking descender for single
ropes. To facilitate passing rebelays, the rope can be installed with out disconnecting the device from the harness. TRANSPORT Comfortable, large capacity pack. Padded shoulder
straps and back panel. Capacity: 45 l. TAMTAM Hammer for hand drilling anchors. The bottom of the handle can be used to tighten 8 mm bolts.
In addition: e+LITE emergency light
For Petzl’s full line of equipment, please see pages 110 to 144
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Technical tips
A_Kitting up
B_Descending
C_Ascending

A_Kitting up

Double figure-8 on a bight. (rabbit knot)

While setting up, be aware of rubbing on edges:
set up re-belays.

B_Descending

Passing a knot during descent.

© David Wolozan

Attach the lanyard to the left of
the CROLL, use a foot ascender,
attach the foot loop along the
leg with rubber bands and don’t
forget knee pads.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

Think about possible anchor failure: fall factor.
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Technical tips
C_Ascending
Simultaneous progression: most efficient technique.

Alternating progression:
fastest technique.

© David Wolozan

Passing a re-belay on ascent: always transfer the CROLL before transfering the handled descender.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.
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North Pole - Arctic circle

© Mike Horn

At the first gap in the ice we came
to, my foot slipped into the water.
I caught myself just in time, but my foot got wet.
We had no choice but to set up the tent and light
the stove to dry my boot before my toes had a
chance to freeze. Twelve kilometers farther,
Børge crossed another gap.
The ice was thin and was starting to break up.
This time I wasn’t able to catch myself.
The crack between my feet grew, and I fell waistdeep into the water. I managed to grab the ice
and pull myself up out of the water. That was the

thirty-third day of the adventure. After a total of
sixty days and five hours, Børge and I became
the first men to reach the North Pole during the
Arctic winter without assistance. We knew there
would be no second attempt. We are solo explorers,
but we combined our strengths for the success of
the expedition.
Mike Horn

North Pole - Arctic circle

On January 22, 2006, Mike Horn and Børge Ousland
left Cape Artichesky, the northern-most point of Russia.
On March 23, 2006, after traveling a
thousand kilometers on skis and pulling 180 kg sleds,
they reached the North Pole. The expedition took place
almost entirely in the dark; the sun started to show
itself briefly on the fifty-fifth day of the trip.
In the Arctic winter nights, Mike and Børge had to face
many difficulties: crossing open-water passages,
a run-in with polar bears, the southerly drift of the
ice floes, zero visibility, and temperatures sometimes
reaching down to -50°C.
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Technical information
The advantages of LED lighting

Adapt the light to the activity

Light quality and duration

1_Adapt the light beam

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) produce diffuse, even,
white light.
They consume one-tenth of the energy of xenon
halogen bulbs*. In addition, when the batteries are
weak, LEDs will still produce a low level of light,
while incandescent bulbs won’t shine at all.

Headlamps that have two types of lighting allow the
user to switch the light source :
- halogen or xenon halogen for long-range lighting,
- LEDs for proximity lighting with long battery life.
The Petzl advantage : the two light sources are
separated to preserve the shape of the halogen
reflector and the sharpness of the long-range beam.

LEDs have an almost unlimited lifetime and don’t
need to be replaced. They are unbreakable and are
shock- and vibration-proof.
* data applies to bulbs used by Petzl

A constant lighting level with regulated LEDs
The light produced by most headlamps decreases
as the batteries weaken. On some of its headlamps,
Petzl chose to maintain a constant lighting level with
the use of a electronic regulation system. This allows
the light to stay at the same brightness until the
batteries are almost discharged. The light level then
decreases automatically to a minimum survival level
of light. The burn time of the headlamps is therefore
prolonged with a weak light, giving the user time to
change the batteries.

Measuring lighting performance
Petzl uses a rigorous and clearly defined protocol
to evaluate the performance of our headlamps.
These measurements are taken in the lab are are
reliable and precise indicators.

Headlamps with Wide Angle lenses

Results obtained in this way allow us to compare the
lighting performance of many different headlamps.
Consequently, it is much simpler for users to choose
a product for their specific needs based on their own
criteria.

The XP headlamps use a new generation of LEDs
that produce a light that is both powerful and
efficient. Exclusive to Petzl, the Wide Angle lens flips
or slides over the LED to widen the beam. With one
quick movement, the headlamp can switch from a
long-range, focused beam to a wide angle proximity
beam.

This methodology is used on all Petzl headlamps.
For the last two years, Petzl has provided the lighting
distance and duration figures for our lamps based
on this measurement system. In 2006 we added two
new parameters :
- Luminous flux
- Beam pattern.

2_Adapt the lighting level
Some of our LED headlamps allow you to choose
between three different lighting levels : maximum,
optimum and economic.
By choosing the power of the beam, the user can
adapt the light to duration needs and the activity
at hand.
In addition to these three lighting levels, there’s
a strobe mode that’s useful for signaling (rescue,
beacon, etc.) with an exceptional burn time.

3_The Boost mode for even more power
With a high-output LED, the XP headlamps also have
a Boost mode : by simply pressing on the button,
the LED shines 50% more light than the maximum
level for 20 seconds.
The Boost mode can be activated at any time : when
the headlamp is off, in strobe mode or from any of
the three lighting levels.

Lighting distance
This is the distance at which a headlamp illuminates greater than 0.25 lux.
For headlamps equipped with standard batteries, lighting distance decreases progressively as the energy
source
is drained.
To accurately represent its evolution, lighting distance is recorded  :
- with new batteries (maximum lighting capacity)
- after 30 minutes of use (normal use)
- after 10 hours of use (continuous use through one night)
- after 30 hours of use
optimum

economic

32 m

23 m

15 m

t 0 h 30

25 m

20 m

14 m

t 10 h

15 m

13 m

11 m

t 30 h

5m

6m

9m

Minimum lighting
Before measuring lighting distance and burn time,
it’s useful to have a definition of minimum lighting,
below which a headlamp is no longer effective,
i.e., when the light no longer provides satisfactory
visibility.
Petzl has evaluated this illumination level to be
equivalent to the light emitted from a full moon
on a clear night, or 0.25 lux.
This minimum lighting level is used as a reference
for measuring lighting distance and duration.

0,25 lux

2m

t 0 t 0h30

t 10h

t (h)

t 30h

Special case: regulated headlamps
Some headlamps are equipped with an electronic regulating mechanism that maintains a relatively stable
lighting distance during most of the life cycle with both regular and rechargeable batteries.
Once the available electric energy is no longer sufficient, the regulation automatically stops.
The light level automatically decreases to reserve power mode, leaving the user with enough
time to change
0,25 lux
2m
the batteries.

t (h)

t 0 tof
0h30headlamp,
t 10h
For this type
Petzl states thet 30hlighting distance obtained during the regulated lighting phase.

maximum
28 m

2m

t 0 t 0h30

© Mike Horn

maximum
t0

t 10h

6h

optimum
17 m

economic

t0

28 m

30 h
17 m 0,25 lux

t 0 h 30

28 m

17 m

t 10 h

12 m

17 m

t (h)

t 0 t 0h30

t 10h

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

75 h
14 m
14 m
14 m

0,25 lux

2m

14 m

t (h)
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Technical information
Luminous Flux

Beam patterns

Duration/burn time is defined as the length of time
that a headlamp illuminates at 0.25 lux or more from
a distance of 2 meters.

The luminous flux measurement indicates the overall
quantity of light that a lamp emits.

The shape of a headlamp’s light beam depends
on the light source and on the optic.
There are two types of beams :
- wide-angle beams
- narrow, focused beams.

When the light produced is lower than this level,
we consider that the headlamp is no longer usable,
whether for walking, reading, or any other activity.

Measuring duration
To measure this, the lamp is equipped with a set of
new or fully charged batteries. The lamp is switched
on, and we measure the time it takes for the light to
diminish to below 0.25 lux.

Special case: regulated LED headlamps
The light duration measurement is:
the regulated lighting duration + the length of time
that the light remains above 0.25 lux at 2 m (survival
lighting). This figure is consistently associated with
the corresponding lighting distance.

This measurement is complementary to lighting
distance. Two light sources positioned at the same
distance can in fact shine with different intensities.
As with lighting distance, luminous flux diminishes
as the energy source drains. There is a direct
correlation between these two measurements:
if lighting distance
is cut in half after ten hours of use, then the
luminous flux is also cut in half.

Each beam also has a residual component, which
is much wider than the main beam. This peripheral
light makes the headlamp more versatile and
comfortable to use.

Water resistance

water resistant
water resistant

-5 m

IP X8
IP X8

Duration/burn time

-5 m
waterproof
waterproof

This is why Petzl provides only maximum luminous
flux figures; we can use them to calculate maximum
lighting capacity.

Measuring luminous flux

Petzl headlamps can withstand the worst weather conditions: extreme humidity, snow,
torrential rain, etc.
They even continue working when water enters the lamp itself, thanks to stainless steel
contacts and waterproof parts that protect sensitive parts

Waterproofness
Some Petzl headlamps are waterproof and are identified by the waterproof symbol.
This symbol indicates the maximum depth at which the headlamp may be used.
These lamps are tested according to the IEC 60 529 standard. This test measures the
degree of protection a headlamp offers against water penetration, on a scale of 0 to 8
(the IP index).
Petzl waterproof lamps are rated IP X8, the highest IP index level.
Please note: to maintain the waterproof properties of a headlamp, certain care and
storage guidelines must be followed.

Luminous flux, expressed in lumens (lm), is measured
in the lab, with the help of an integrated sphere
device.

Please recycle

Headlamp brightness categories
Petzl headlamps are divided into three categories
according to the maximum amount of light they
produce.This brightness is a measurement of the
luminous flux in lumens:

Petzl would like to remind headlamp users to recycle discarded lamps, bulbs,
and batteries. This trash contains materials that are particularly harmful to the
environment. It’s therefore important to sort them for recycling separately from
regular household waste.
Please inquire about battery collection and recycling in your area.
As an alternative, rechargeable batteries can be reused, eliminating the need to dispose
of them. All Petzl lamps can run on rechargeable batteries.

Wide beam
The wide beam emits close-range light for activities
requiring slower movement: camping, bivouacking,
walking, etc.

- Standard headlamps:
light quantity < 30 lumens,

water resistant

- Power headlamps:
30 lumens < light quantity < 50 lumens,

Focused beam
This beam concentrates the light and can precisely
direct it over long distances. This type of beam is
designed for activities requiring faster movement
and route finding: running, hiking, mountaineering,
etc.

-5 m

IP X8

- High-Power headlamps:
50 lumens < light quantity < 100 lumens.

waterproof

Make sure that batteries are correctly inserted
Batteries must be inserted correctly with respect to their polarity, i.e., in the direction
indicated on the case.
If a battery is inserted the opposite way, it will start to be charged by the other
batteries.
This causes a chemical reaction inside the reversed battery: within minutes it will
begin to emit explosive gases and an extremely corrosive liquid.
There’s a risk of explosion or fire.

Electromagnetic compatibility

© Mike Horn

All Petzl headlamps conform to the requirements of the 83 / 366 / CEE directive
concerning electromagnetic compatibility:
They will not interfere with any other CE-marked devices.

Information is non-exhaustive. Refer to the other pages as well as to the user instructions and technical manuals. Technical training is essential.

© Guillaume Vallot / Jocelyn Chavy
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Focus
Product name

HIRUNDOS

HIRUNDOS C36

new

Ultra lightweight sport
climbing harness

SAMA C21

new

Men’s climbing harness
with elastic leg loops

SELENA C55

new

Women’s harness
with elastic leg loops

ADJAMA C22

new

Men’s climbing & mountaineerng
harness with adjustable leg loops

LUNA C35

new

Women’s climbing & mountaineerng
harness with adjustable leg loops

SAMA

Universal
SELENA

new

CALIDRIS C57

CORAX C51

Ultra comfortable & adjustable
harness

Comfortable & adjustable
harness

PANDION C29

GYM C32

Adjustable harness with padded
waist belt and leg loops

Basic adjustable harness
with gear loop

Basic adjustable harness for
beginners & group programs

Full body harness
for children less than 30 kg

Full body adjustable harness
for children less than 40 kg

Full body harness for adults

Caving harnesses

VOLTIGE C60
Adjustable chest harness

EASY C82
Non-adjustable chest harness

Canyoning harnesses

TORSE C26

CANYON® C86

PROTECTION C86400

Caving harness
with double waist-belt

Basic lightweight
caving harness

Shoulder straps for positioning a CROLL

Canyoning harness with padded
waist belt & protective seat

Protective seat for
CANYON harness

SERPENTINE C30
Webbing strap for positioning a CROLL

C36 M4

M

300 g / 10.6 oz

59 - 71 cm / 23 - 28 in

43 - 48 cm / 17 - 19 in

-

66 - 78 cm / 26 - 30.5 in

47 - 52 cm / 18.5 - 20.5 in

-

71 - 83 cm / 28 - 32.5 in

52 - 57 cm / 20.5 - 22.5 in

-

C36 L4

L

315 g / 11.1 oz

80 - 94 cm / 31.5 - 37 in

57 - 62 cm / 22.5 - 24.5 in

-

C21 S4

S

370 g / 13 oz

70 - 81 cm / 27.5 - 32 in

47 - 57 cm / 18.5 - 22.5 in

-

C21 M4

M

390 g / 13.8 oz

76 - 90 cm / 30 - 35.5 in

52 - 62 cm / 20.5 - 24.5 in

-

C21 L4

L

420 g / 14.8 oz

85 - 100 cm / 33.5 - 39.5 in

57 - 67 cm / 22.5 - 26.5 in

-

C21 XL4

XL

445 g / 15.7 oz

89 - 104 cm / 35 - 41 in

62 - 67 cm / 24.5 - 26.5 in

-

C55 XS

XS

320 g / 11.3 oz

58 - 69 cm / 23 - 27 in

43 - 48 cm / 17 - 19 in

-

C55 S

S

360 g / 12.7 oz

60 - 71 cm / 23.5 - 28 in

47 - 52 cm / 18.5 - 20.5 in

-

C55 M

M

385 g / 13.5 oz

67 - 81 cm / 26.5 - 32 in

52 - 59 cm / 20.5 - 23 in

-

74 - 89 cm / 29 - 35 in

57 - 64 cm / 22.5 - 25 in

-

70 - 81 cm / 27.5 - 32 in

47 - 57 cm / 18.5 - 22.5 in

-

C22 M4

M

435 g / 15.4 oz

76 - 90 cm / 30 - 35.5 in

52 - 62 cm / 20.5 - 24.5 in

-

C22 L4

L

460 g / 16.2 oz

85 - 100 cm / 31.5 - 39.5

57 - 67 cm / 22.5 26.5 in

-

C35 S

S

410 g / 14.5 oz

60 - 71 cm / 23.6 - 28 in

47 - 57 cm / 18.5 - 22.5 in

-

C35 M

M

425 g / 15 oz

67 - 81 cm / 26.5 - 32 in

52 - 62 cm / 20.5 - 24.5 in

-

C35 L

L

450 g / 15.9 oz

74 - 89 cm / 29 - 35 in

57 - 67 cm / 22.5 - 26.5 in

-

C57 1

1

540 g / 19 oz

60 - 88 cm / 23.5 - 34.6 in

44 - 57 cm / 17.3 - 22.5 in

-

C57 2

2

615 g / 21.7 oz

75 - 101 cm / 29.5 - 39.7 in

50 - 67 cm / 19.7 - 26.4 in

-

C51 1

1

510 g / 18 oz

60 - 90 cm / 23.5 - 35.5 in

48 - 58 cm / 19 - 23 in

-

C51 2

2

560 g / 19.7 oz

75 - 105 cm / 29.5 - 41.5 in

56 - 68 cm / 22 - 26.5 in

-

C24 0

0

400 g / 14.1 oz

53 - 72 cm / 20.8 - 28.3 in

40 - 58 cm / 15.7 - 23 in

-

C24 1

1

430 g / 15.2 oz

68 - 94 cm / 26.8 - 37 in

48 - 62 cm / 19 - 24.5 in

-

C24 2

2

435 g / 15.3 oz

86 - 110 cm / 33.8 - 43.3 in

57 - 70 cm / 22.5 - 27.5 in

-

PANDION

C29

-

400 g / 14.1 oz

60 - 101 cm / 23.5 - 39.7 in

< 67 cm / < 26.4 in

-

GYM

C32

-

390 g / 13.8 oz

60 - 101 cm / 23.5 - 39.7 in

< 67 cm / < 26.4 in

-

OUISTITI

C68

-

350 g / 12.3 oz

-

< 51 cm / < 20 in

45 - 60 cm / 17.7 - 23.5 in

SIMBA

C56

-

390 g / 13.8 oz

-

< 51 cm / < 20 in

35 - 60 cm / 13.8 - 23.5 in

C05 1

1

600 g / 21.2 oz

60 - 95 cm / 23.5 - 37.4 in

42 - 62 cm / 16.5 - 24.5 in

-

C05 2

2

635 g / 22.4 oz

75 - 105 cm / 29.5 - 41.5 in

52 - 77 cm / 20.5 - 30.3 in

-

C16 1

1

485 g / 17.1 oz

60 - 88 cm / 23.5 - 34.6 in

43 - 60 cm / 16,9 -23.5 in

-

C16 2

2

592 g / 20.9 oz

75 - 103 cm / 29.5 - 40,5 in

50 - 72 cm / 19.7 - 28.3 in

-

C12 1

1

435 g / 15.3 oz

60 - 88 cm / 23.5 - 34.6 in

43 - 60 cm / 16,9 -23.5 in

-

C12 2

2

485 g / 17.1 oz

75 - 103 cm / 29.5 - 40,5 in

50 - 72 cm / 19.7 - 28.3 in

-

C86

-

700 g / 24.7 oz

67 - 120 cm / 26.3 - 47.2 in

52 - 77 cm / 20.5 - 30.3 in

-

FRACTIO
SUPERAVANTI C12

280 g / 9.9 oz

420 g / 14.8 oz

8003

FRACTIO C16

270 g / 9.5 oz

S

Torso length

405 g / 14.3 oz

ASPIR
8003 C05

XS

C36 S4

Leg loops

L

CORAX

SIMBA C65

C36 XS4

Waist belt

S

CALIDRIS

OUISTITI C68

Weight

C55 L

LUNA

Full body harnesses

Size

C22 S4

ADJAMA

ASPIR C24

Reference

SUPERAVANTI
CANYON

Helmets
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METEOR® III A71 W

VIZION A44 1

Ultralight climbing helmet

Face shield for METEOR III & ELIOS

Product name

Reference

Head circumference

Certification

Color

Weight

METEOR III

A71 W

53 - 61 cm / 20.8 - 24 in

CE / UIAA

White

235 g / 8,2 oz

A42 1W1

48 - 56 cm / 18.9 - 22 in

White

315 g / 11.1 oz

A42 2W1

53 - 61 cm / 20.8 - 24 in

White

345 g / 12.2 oz

A42 1B

48 - 56 cm / 18.9 - 22 in

Blue

315 g / 11.1 oz

A42 2B

53 - 61 cm / 20.8 - 24 in

Blue

345 g / 12.2 oz

A42 1O

48 - 56 cm / 18.9 - 22 in

Orange

315 g / 11.1 oz

ELIOS

new

new

new

new

new

CE / UIAA
A42 2O

53 - 61 cm / 20.8 - 24 in

Orange

345 g / 12.2 oz

A42 1G

48 - 56 cm / 18.9 - 22 in

Green

315 g / 11.1 oz

A42 2G

53 - 61 cm / 20.8 - 24 in

Green

345 g / 12.2 oz

A42 1A

48 - 56 cm / 18.9 - 22 in

Anthracite

315 g / 11.1 oz

A42 2A

53 - 61 cm / 20.8 - 24 in

Anthracite

345 g / 12.2 oz

A01 W

ECRIN ROC

ELIOS® A42

A01 R

Multi-purpose lightweight & durable helmet

ECRIN ROC A01

BOUCHON A01 870

Durable helmet with webbing harness

Plugs for the ventilation
holes of the ECRIN ROC

White
53 - 63 cm / 20.8 - 24.8 in

CE / UIAA

445 g / 15.7 oz
Red

Belay devices, descenders
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Belay devices
Product name

Reference

Rope diameter

Certification

Weight

D14
D14 B
D14 R

10 - 11 mm

CE

224 g / 7.9 oz

REVERSO®

D15

single rope: 10 - 11 mm
half rope: 8 - 9 mm

-

80 g / 2.8 oz

REVERSINO

D16

half rope: 7.5 - 8.2 mm

-

57 g / 2 oz

PIRANA

D05

8 - 13 mm

-

90 g / 3.2 oz

HUIT
HUIT ANTIBRULURE

D02
D01

8 - 13 mm

-

100 g / 3.5 oz
110 g / 3.9 oz

STOP

D09

9 - 12 mm

CE

326 g / 11.5 oz

SIMPLE

D04

9 - 12 mm

-

240 g / 8.5 oz

RACK

D11

single rope: 9 - 12 mm
half rope: 8 - 11 mm

-

470 g / 16.6 oz

SCORPIO EASHOOK

L60 H

-

CE - UIAA

540 g / 19 oz

SCORPIO VERTIGO

L60 2CK

-

CE - UIAA

565 g / 19.9 oz

SCORPIO

L60 2

-

CE - UIAA

300 g / 10.6 oz

ZYPER® VERTIGO

L56 CK

-

CE - UIAA

660 g / 23.3 oz

L56

-

CE - UIAA

395 g / 13.9 oz

GRIGRI®

GRIGRI®

D14 - D14 b - D14 R

Self-braking belay device & descender for single ropes

REVERSO® D15

REVERSINO D16

Multi-purpose belay device & descender

Belay device & descender for small diameter ropes

Descenders

PIRANA D05

HUIT D02

HUIT ANTIBRULURE D01

STOP D09

SIMPLE D04

RACK D11

Variable friction
canyoning descender

Figure 8 descender

Figure 8 descender with
anti-burn grip

Self-braking caving
descender

Caving descender

Brake bar descender

Via ferrata lanyards

new

ZYPER®-Y

SCORPIO EASHOOK L60 H

SCORPIO VERTIGO L60 2CK

SCORPIO L60 2

ZYPER® VERTIGO L56 CK

ZYPER®-Y L56

Via ferrata lanyard with
tearing energy absorber
& EASHOOK connectors

Via ferrata lanyard with tearing
energy absorber & VERTIGO
carabiners

Via ferrata lanyard with tearing
energy absorber

Via ferrata lanyard with friction
energy absorber & VERTIGO
carabiners

Via ferrata lanyard
with friction energy absorber

Carabiners
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Locking carabiners

Locking systems

ATTACHE SCREW-LOCK M35 SL

Pear-shaped carabiner for belay stations
& belaying with Munter hitch

Compact pear-shaped carabiner
for belaying

OK M33 sl - m33 tl
Oval-shaped carabiner for use
with pulleys

Manual screwgate system
• Red band indicates when the carabiner is unlocked.
• Recommended for dirty environments where dust and dirt
could cause an automatic locking mechanism to malfunction.
• Available on the Am’D, WILLIAM, ATTACHE, OMNI and OK
models.

Special locking carabiners

FREINO M42

VERTIGO M40

OMNI M37 SL - M37 TL

Carabiner with braking spur for descenders

Via ferrata carabiner

Semi-circle carabiner for closing
harnesses with two points

Product name

Am’D

Non-locking carabiners

SPIRIT M10 A

SPIRIT EXPRESS M30 11A - M30 17A

OWALL M41

Straight gate carabiner

Bent gate carabiner

Quickdraw with SPIRIT straight & bent gate
carabiners & EXPRESS sling

Oval-shaped carabiner
for aid climbing

Accessories

STRING M90000 XL
Protection for 25 to 35 mm webbing,
holds carabiner in place

EXPRESS C40 11 - C40 17 - C40 25
Sewn sling with STRING for
use as quickdraw

SCREW-LOCK

M34 SL

21 mm

BALL-LOCK

M34 BL

22 mm
21 mm
25 mm

BALL-LOCK

M36 BL

25 mm

TRIACT-LOCK

M36 TL

24 mm

SCREW-LOCK

M33 SL

TRIACT-LOCK

M33 TL

ATTACHE

SCREW-LOCK

M35 SL

FREINO

TWIST-LOCK

M42

SCREW-LOCK

M37 SL

TRIACT-LOCK

M37 TL

automatic

M40

SPIRIT (Straight)
SPIRIT (bent)
NITRO 3 67800
Energy absorber for
use as quickdraw

Gate opening

M34 TL

VERTIGO

STRING M90000 L
Protection for 15 to 20 mm webbing,
holds carabiner in place

Reference

M36 SL

OMNI

11 cm
17 cm
25 cm

Locking system

TRIACT-LOCK

OK

SPIRIT M15 A

Automatic locking system with locking indicator
• Green dot indicates when sleeve is locked.
• Quick to unlock by pressing on the green dot
and turning the sleeve.
• Can be opened and closed with one hand.
• Available on Am’D and WILLIAM models.

SCREW-LOCK

WILLIAM

11 cm
17 cm

TRIACT-LOCK

WILLIAM M36 SL - M36 BL - M36 TL

D-shaped carabiner for connecting
devices on harnesses

BALL-LOCK

Am’D M34 SL - M34 BL - M34 TL

SCREW-LOCK

Carabiner locking mechanisms can either be manual (SCREW-LOCK) or automatic (BALL-LOCK, TRIACT-LOCK)

OWALL

-

M15 A
M10 A
M41

Automatic locking system
• Easy to use, even with gloves.
• Unlocks quickly with two movements, for increased safety.
• Available on Am’D, WILLIAM, OMNI and OK models.

Major axis
strength

Minor axis
strength

Open gate strength

Certification

Weight

28 kN

7 kN

8 kN

CE EN 362
EN 12275 type B & H

75 g / 2.6 oz

25 kN

7 kN

7 kN

CE EN 362
EN 12275 type B & H

90 g / 3.2 oz

7 kN

CE EN 362
EN 12275 type B & H

75 g / 2.6 oz

10 kN

19 mm

24 kN

20 mm

23 kN

7 kN

6 kN

CE EN 362
EN 12275 type H

80 g / 2.8 oz

25 kN

10 kN

9 kN

CE EN 362
EN 12275 type B

85 g / 3 oz

22 mm

20 kN

15 kN

7 kN

CE EN 362
EN 12275 type B

92 g / 3.2 oz

24 mm

25 kN

10 kN

8 kN

CE

94 g / 3.3 oz

20 mm

23 kN

10 kN

9,5 kN

CE
UIAA

86 g / 3 oz
92 g / 3.2 oz

22 mm

24 kN

10 kN

7 kN

CE

68 g / 2.4 oz

15 mm
12 mm (spur)

8 kN

86 g / 3 oz

Ice axes
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Classic mountaineering axes

Ice climbing tools

NOMIC U21

QUARK U19 P - U19 M

COSMIQUE U08

COSMI’TEC U12

COSMIQUE LIGHT U07

Leashless ice climbing tool

Ice climbing tool, hammer or adze versions

Classic mountaineering axe

Curved-shaft mountaineering axe

Lightweight mountaineering axe

Glacier travel

Technical montaineering ice tools

Trekking poles

AZTAR U10 P - U10 M

AZTAREX U11 P - U11 M

SNOWALKER U01

SNOWSCOPIC U03

SNOWRACER U02

GALAXY TREK U71

GALAXY COMPACT U70

Multi-purpose ice tool, hammer or adze versions

Lightweight multi-purpose ice tool, hammer or adze versions

Glacier touring ice axe

Trekking pole / ice axe

Lightweight axe

Telescopic trekking pole
with ergonomic handle

Compact telescopic trekking pole

Ice axes
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Accessories and leashes
Product name

NOMIC
CASCADE 68367

QUAD U91000

ADZE FOR QUARK 68369

HAMMER FOR QUARK 68368

GRIPREST U19900

Pick for QUARK (ice)

Pick for QUARK (mixed)

Wide adze for clearing ice formations

Hammer with trapezoidal shape

Hand rest for QUARK ice tool

QUARK
AZTAR
AZTAREX

QUATRO U93000

GRIPTAPE U21700

ASTRO U21000

Pick for AZTAR, AZTAREX (ice)

Pick for AZTAR, AZTAREX (mixed)

Grip tape for ice tool shaft

PIck for NOMIC

RANDO U82000

REGLABLE 68504

Quick attach leash for
QUARK, NOMIC & AZTAR

Fixed leash for ice climbing

Basic webbing leash

Adjustable leash

PICK AND ADZE GUARD 68402

FLAT SPIKE GUARD 68395

ROUND SPIKE GUARD 68401

Pick
Pick type

Leash

Weight

U 21

48 cm

T

ASTRO - Type B

no

635 g / 22.4 oz

50 cm

T

CASCADE - Type B

CLIPPER

645 g / 22.8 oz

50 cm

T

BLUEICE - Type B

FREELOCK

590 g / 20.8 oz

50 cm

T

BLUEICE - Type B

no

590 g / 20.8 oz

U19 P
U19 M
U10 P
U10 M
U11 P
U11 M

52 cm
59 cm

U08 66

66 cm

U08 73

73 cm

U12 55

52 cm

U12 62

62 cm

U07 52

52 cm

510 g / 18 oz

U07 59

59 cm

535 g / 19.8 oz

U07 66

66 cm

U07 73

73 cm

U01 60

60 cm

U01 68

68 cm

U01 75

75 cm

SNOWRACER

U02

50 cm

B

SNOWSCOPIC

U03

65 - 105 cm

GALAXY TREK

U71

GALAXY COMPACT

U70

COSMI’TEC

SNOWALKER

FREELOCK U81000

Shaft type

U08 59

COSMIQUE LIGHT

CLIPPER U80000

Length

U08 52

COSMIQUE
BLUEICE U92000

Reference

585 g / 20.6 oz
T

-

no

615 g / 21.7 oz
650 g / 22.9 oz
680 g / 24 oz

B

B

-

-

no

no

470 g / 16.6 oz
490 g / 17.3 oz

555 g / 19.6 oz
580 g / 20.5 oz

no

415 g / 14.6 oz

no

438 g / 15.4 oz

no

458 g / 16.1 oz

-

no

340 g / 12 oz

B

-

no

450 g / 15.9 oz

80 - 145 cm

-

-

no

308 g / 10.9 oz

60 - 130 cm

-

-

no

265 g / 9.3 oz

B

-

Crampons
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Technical mountaineering crampons

Ice & mixed climbing crampons

SIDELOCK

LEVERLOCK FIL

SIDELOCK

DART T22 - T22 LLF

SARKEN T10 SL - T10 SPL - T10 LL

Mono-point crampon

Crampon for technical mountaineering

SPIRLOCK

LEVERLOCK

LEVERLOCK

SPIRLOCK

SPIRLOCK

FLEXLOCK

Classic mountaineering crampons

SIDELOCK

LEVERLOCK FIL

SIDELOCK

DARTWIN T21 - T21 LLF

VASAK T05 SL - T05 LL - T05 SPL - T05 FL

Dual point crampon

Crampon for classic mountaineering

Crampons for glacier travel

SIDELOCK

LEVERLOCK FIL

M10 T23

IRVIS T03 SL - T03 SPL - T03 FL

Modular crampon

Crampon for ski touring and glacier travel

FLEXLOCK

3IDELOCK

Crampons
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Accesssories

Binding systems
,EVERLOCK

LONG CURVED LINKING BAR T01950

ANTISNOW®

EPERONS T21850

Long linking bar for asymmetric boots

Snow build-up prevention

Spurs for DART or DARTWIN

3PIRLOCK

• For boots with heel and toe welts:
• For boots with heel welts:
,EVERLOCK
at the front and the rear.
wire at the rear, flexible binding
• The rapid lateral fastening system
at the front.
eliminates the bulk of a heel bail
• The shaped wire conforms to
lever.
the heel area of the boot and
• Four adjustment positions of
ensures excellent holding power
the front and rear wires for very
on the boot.
,EVERLOCK
&LEXLOCK
precise binding adjustment.
3PIRLOCK
wire

• For boots with heel welts.
binding at the front,
heel bail lever with a wide range
micrometric adjustment at the rear.

• Flexible
&LEXLOCK

FLEXLOCK

LEVERLOCK

,EVERLOCK

SPIRLOCK

SIDELOCK

3IDELOCK

LEVERLOCK FIL

3IDELOCK
Made from a minimum number of components,
they are easy to put on, lightweight,
3PIRLOCK and reliable.
Rapid, tool-free crampon adjustment is precise to the half-size.

&LEXLOCK

• For boots with heel and toe
welts. Wire toe bail, heel bail lever
with a wide range micrometric
adjustment at the rear.
• Four adjustment positions of
the front and rear wires for very
precise binding adjustment.

• For boots without welts.
• Flexible bindings at the front and
the rear adapt to the shape of the
boot with webbing strap:
a strap passes over the top of the
foot, helping to prevent loss of the
crampon.

&LEXLOCK

TELEMARK TOE BAIL WIRE T03600

FAKIR V01

Toe bail for telemark boots

Carrying bag for crampons

Product name

Binding system

Reference

Nunmber of
points

Antisnow

Weight

M10

LEVERLOCK FIL

T23

14

optional: T23900

2 x 525 g = 1050 g / 37oz

LEVERLOCK FIL

T21 LLF

11

optional (rear) : T21900

2 x 432 g = 864 g / 30.4 oz

SIDELOCK

T21

11

optional (rear) : T21900

2 x 430 g = 860 g / 30.4 oz

LEVERLOCK FIL

T22 LLF

12

optional (rear) : T21900

2 x 412 g = 824 g / 30.1 oz

SIDELOCK

T22

12

optional (rear) : T21900

2 x 408 g = 816 g / 28.8 oz

SIDELOCK

T10 SL

12

yes (T05960)

2 x 475 g = 950 g / 33.5 oz

SPIRLOCK

T10 SPL

12

yes (T05960)

2 x 480 g = 960 g / 30.9 oz

LEVERLOCK

T10 LL

12

yes (T05960)

2 x 505 g = 1010 g / 35.6 oz

DARTWIN

Special purpose crampons

DART

SARKEN

VASAK

IRVIS
SPIKY PLUS 79510 - 79520 - 79530

CRAB 6 64160

Anti-slip sole

6 point crampons

FLEXLOCK

T05 FL

12

yes (T05960)

2 x 470 g = 940 g / 33.2 oz

SPIRLOCK

T05 SPL

12

yes (T05960)

2 x 465 g = 930 g / 32.8 oz

SIDELOCK

T05 SL

12

yes (T05960)

2 x 460 g = 920 g / 32.5 oz

LEVERLOCK

T05 LL

12

yes (T05960)

2 x 490 g = 980 g / 34.6 oz

FLEXLOCK

T03 FL

10

yes (T03960)

2 x 410 g = 820 g / 28.9 oz

SPIRLOCK

T03S SPL

10

yes (T03960)

2 x 400 g = 800 g / 28.2 oz

SIDELOCK

T03 SL

10

yes (T03960)

2 x 405 g = 810 g / 28.6 oz

Anchors
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Ice protection

Caving anchors

10 cm
13 cm
17 cm
21 cm

10 cm
13 cm
17 cm
21 cm

55 cm
100 cm
150 cm

LASER SONIC P70

LASER P71

SNOWTUBE 68810

Ice screw with integrated handle

Ice screw

Snow anchor

Ice protection accesories

CLOWN P20

COUDEE P04

VRILLEE P13

CHEVILLE AUTOFOREUSE P12

Caving bolt hanger for attaching
a rope without using a connector

Caving bolt hanger designed to hold the
connector perpendicular to the wall

Caving bolt hanger designed to hold the
connector parallel to the wall

Self-drilling expansion
bolt anchor

Maillons

TURBINE 65050

ICEFLUTE V10

HAND HOOK 64801

MULTIHOOK 04950

NITRO 3 67800

CARITOOL P42

DELTA P11

GO P15

SPEEDY P14

DEMI ROND P18

PRESTO P10

Crank for ice screws

Protective ice-screw holder

Suspension hook
for ice-climbing

Multipurpose hook

Energy absorber for
use as a quickdraw

Tool holder

Steel triangular maillon

Steel oval maillon

Aluminium maillon with rapid gate

Aluminium semi-circular maillon

Steel maillon with wide rapid gate

Rock anchors

7 cm
11 cm

Rock and caving anchor accessories

10 cm
12 cm

6 cm
8 cm
10 cm

4 cm
6 cm
8 cm
10 cm

5 cm
7 cm
9 cm

Ø 10 mm
Ø 12 mm

V CONIQUE 66007

U 65312

ROCHER MIXTE 65106

LIVANOS 65504

UNIVERSEL 65406

CŒUR P34050 / P38150

BONGO P27

TAM TAM P16

ROCPEC P26

PERFO SPE P08

ROCPEC ADP P26

Chromoly steel piton for
flared cracks in granite

Semi-hardened steel piton
for wide cracks in limestone
or granite

Semi-hardened steel piton
for thin cracks in limestone
or granite

Channel piton in
chrome steel

Semi-hardened steel piton
for flared cracks in limestone
or granite

Bolt hanger

Piton hammer

Caving hammer

SDS-bit hand drill
10 mm bit: P26210
12 mm bit: P26212

Drill for self-drilling anchors

Adaptor for ROCPEC drill

Ø 10 mm
Ø 12 mm

CŒUR GOUJON P32 / P33

LONG LIFE P38

BAT’INOX P57

COLLINOX P55

AMPOULE BAT’INOX P41

AMPOULE COLLINOX P56

BOLTBAG C11

PROTEC C45

SWIVEL S P58 S

PAW S P63 S

Complete anchor assembly

12 mm expansion anchor

14 mm resin anchor

10 mm resin anchor

Resin glue for BAT’INOX

Resin glue for COLLINOX

Bolting equipment pouch

Rope protetector

Ball bearing swivel

Rigging plate

Pulleys
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Self-jamming pulleys

Prusik pulleys
Product name

MINI TRAXION P07

PRO TRAXION P51

MINI P59

GEMINI P66

Compact and lightweight self-jamming pulley

Very efficient self-jamming pulley

Lightweight Prusik pulley with moving
side plates

Double Prusik pulley with moving
side plates

Single pulleys

RESCUE P50

FIXE P05

OSCILLANTE P02

ULTRALEGERE P00

Pulley with moving side plates

Pulley with fixed side-pieces

Swing-sided pulley for emergency use

Pulley for occasional use

Transport pulleys

TANDEM P21

TANDEM CABLE P21 CAB

TANDEM SPEED P21 SPE

Double pulley for use with ropes

Double pulley for use with ropes & cables

Efficient double pulley for use on ropes & cables

Reference

Rope diameter

Sheaves

Efficiency

Working load

Certification

Weight

MINI
TRAXION

P07

8 - 13 mm

19 mm
Self-lubricating bushings

71%

pulley: 2.5 kN x 2 = 5 kN
rope clamp: 2.5 kN

CE EN 567
CE EN 12278

165 g / 5.8 oz

PRO
TRAXION

P51

8 - 13 mm

38 mm
Self-lubricating bushings

95%

pulley: 3 kN x 2 = 6 kN
rope clamp: 2.5 kN

CE EN 567
CE EN 12278

265 g / 9.3 oz

MINI

P59

≤ 11 mm

25 mm
Sealed ball bearings

91%

2 kN x 2 = 4 kN

CE EN 12278

80 g / 2.8 oz

GEMINI

P66

≤ 11 mm

25 mm
Sealed ball bearings

91%

2 x 1.5 kN x 2 = 6 kN

CE EN 12278

130 g / 4.6 oz

RESCUE

P50

≤ 13 mm

38 mm
Sealed ball bearings

95%

4 kN x 2 = 8 kN

CE EN 12278

186 g / 6.6 oz

FIXE

P05

≤ 13 mm

21 mm
Self-lubricating bushings

71%

2.5 kN x 2 = 5 kN

CE EN 12278

90 g / 3.2 oz

OSCILLANTE

P02

≤ 13 mm

25 mm

71%

2 kN x 2 = 4 kN

CE EN 12278

55 g / 1.9 oz

ULTRALEGERE

P00

≤ 13 mm

-

-

0.5 kN x 2 = 1 kN

-

10 g / 0.4 oz

TANDEM

P21

rope ≤ 13 mm

21 mm
Self-lubricating bushings

71%

10 kN

CE EN 12278

195 g / 9.6 oz

TANDEM
CABLE

P21 CAB

rope ≤ 13 mm
cable ≤ 12 mm

21 mm
Self-lubricating bushings

71%

10 kN

CE EN 12278

258 g / 9.1 oz

TANDEM
SPEED

P21 SPE

rope ≤ 13 mm
cable ≤ 12 mm

21 mm
Sealed ball bearings

95%

10 kN

CE EN 12278

270 g / 9.5 oz

Ascenders
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Ascenders, foot loops
Product name

Reference

Rope diameter

Certification

Weight

ASCENSION

B17 R
B17 L

8 - 13 mm

CE EN 567
UIAA

196 g / 6.9 oz

CROLL

B16

8 - 13 mm

CE EN 567
UIAA

130 g / 4.6 oz

PANTIN

B02

8 - 13 mm

-

120 g / 4.2 oz

SHUNT

B03

8 - 13 mm

CE
UIAA

188 g / 6.6 oz

BASIC

B18

8 - 13 mm

CE EN 567

135 g / 4.8 oz

MICROCENDER

B54

9 - 13 mm

CE EN 567

160 g / 5.6 oz

TIBLOC

B01

8 - 11 mm

CE EN 567

40 g / 1.4 oz

ASCENSION B17
Handled ascender - right- & left-handed versions

CROLL B16

FOOTAPE C47

FOOTCORD C48

PANTIN B02

Chest ascender

Adjustable webbing foot loop

Adjustable cord foot loop for caving

Foot ascender

Multi-purpose ascenders

SHUNT B03

BASIC B18

MICROCENDER B54

TIBLOC B01

Back-up rope clamp

Multi-purpose ascender

Rope clamp with removable axle

Compact emergency ascender

Accessories & packs
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Accessories

Miscellaneous accessories

FIFI V12

MAILLON RAPIDE N° 5 P49100

GOUTTE D’EAU P06

REGLETTE P06 S

SPATHA S92 S / S92 L

POWER CRUNCH P22

CODALIX S36

CHALK ROUND C50

CARNET S90 / S91

Suspension & hauling hook for aid climbing

Quick link for FIFI recovery system

Wide radius progression hook

Narrow radius progression hook

Knife with carabiner hole

Chunky chalk

Ergonomic chalk bag
with zippered closure

Large chalk bag with drawstring
closure & zippered pocket

Waterproof notebook for caving

Canyoning and caving packs

QUICKSTEP C09

WALLSTEP C01

LOOPING C25

GRADISTEP C08

QUICKFIX C09100

Adjustable single-step etrier

7-step etrier

4-step etrier

5-step etrier with
integrated storage bag

Adjustable positioning sling

ALCANADRE S64

ARTUBY S63

TRANSPORT C02

PORTAGE S32

37 liter canyoning pack
with padded shoulder straps

22 liter canyoning pack
for transporting bidons

Large capacity comfortable caving pack.
(45 liter)

Large capacity caving pack.
(35 liter)

Rescue litter

Lanyards, slings

24 cm
60 cm
80 cm
120 cm
150 cm

24 cm
60 cm
120 cm

24 cm
60 cm
120 cm
180 cm

SPELEGYCA C44

ANNEAU C40

ST’ANNEAU C07

FIN’ANNEAU C06

CLASSIQUE C03

PERSONNEL C14

NEST S61

Asymmetric double lanyard

Sewn nylon sling, weight: 36 g/m

Sewn Dyneema sling, weight: 15.2 g/m

Lightweight sewn Dyneema sling,
weight: 13.3 g/m

Medium capacity caving pack with round base.
(22 liter)

Small caving pack. (15 liter)

Rescue litter for cave rescue

Headlamps
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TIKKINA

TIKKA - ZIPKA series

Emergency headlamp

new
new
new

e+LITE® E02 P

new

Headlamp for emergency situations

TIKKA XP series

new
®

TIKKA

new
®

TACTIKKA E46 P2 - E46 PC2

TIKKINA E41 PM

Ultralight 3 LED headlamp,
mounted on retractable cord

3 LED headlamp with red flip filter

2 LED headlamp

MYO XP E83 p

MYOBELT XP E84 P

High-output 1 LED headlamp
with 3 lighting levels, Wide Angle lens
& Boost mode

High-output 1 LED headlamp
with remote battery pack,
3 lighting levels, Wide Angle lens
& Boost mode

ACCU MYOBELT XP
+ chargeur secteur EUR E85

E43 PT - E43 PS - E43 PM

3 LED headlamp

ZIPKA

new

E44 PT - E44 PM

MYO series
new
®

TIKKA XP E86 PR

TACTIKKA® XP E89 PC - E49 PD

TACTIKKA® XP ADAPT E49 P

High-output headlamp : 3 lighting levels,
Boost mode, Wide Angle lens,
battery level indicator

High-output headlamp : 3 lighting levels,
Boost mode, colored Wide Angle lenses,
battery level indicator

Version of the TACTIKKA XP with ADAPT system,
enables light source to be attached to
various multi-mounts

TIKKA PLUS - ZIPKA PLUS series

new

new

new

new
®

Rechargeable battery for MYOBELT XP
with Europe-compatible charger

MYOBELT SB 5 E33 P
Hybrid headlamp: xenon halogen / 5 LEDs
with 3 regulated lighting levels
& remote battery pack

new
®

new

TIKKA PLUS E47 PT - E47 PS - E47 PM

ZIPKA PLUS E48 PT - E48 PM

TACTIKKA PLUS E49 P - E49 PC

TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT E49 PA

MYO 3 noir E27 PN

MYOLITE 3 E32 P

MYOLITE E31 P

4 LED headlamp with 3 lighting levels

Ultralight 4 LED headlamp with 3 lighting levels,
mounted on retractable cord

4 LED headlamp with 3 lighting
levels & red flip filter

Version of the TACTIKKA PLUS with ADAPT
system enables light source to be attached to
various multi-mounts

Hybrid headlamp:
xenon halogen / 3 LEDs

Lightweight hybrid headlamp:
xenon halogen / 3 LEDs

Xenon halogen headlamp

Headlamps
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SAXO® E35 NOI

SAXO® AQUA E39

2-in-1 light source: headlamp and flashlight

2-in-1 waterproof light source: headlamp and flashlight

DUO series
ADAPT TIKKA E86900
Enables light source to be attached to
various multi-mounts (TIKKA - ZIPKA series)

DUO® LED 14 E72 P

DUO® LED 14 ACCU E72 AC

DUOBELT LED 14 E73 P

Waterproof hybrid headlamp:
halogen / 14 LEDs, 3 regulated lighting levels

Waterproof hybrid headlamp:
halogen / 14 LEDs, 3 regulated lighting levels,
charger & rechargeable battery

Waterproof hybrid headlamp:
halogen / 14 LEDs, 3 regulated lighting levels,
& remote battery pack

DUO® LED 5 E69 P

DUOBELT LED 5 E73 P

FIXO DUO® LED 14 E63 L14

Waterproof hybrid headlamp:
halogen / 5 LEDs

Waterproof hybrid headlamp:
halogen / 5 LEDs & remote battery pack

Hybrid headlamp for helmet attachment:
halogen / 14 LED, 3 regulated lighting levels

Lighting for caving

new

new
SPELIOS E75

EXPLORER LED 14 E70 L14

ARIANE E50

Caving helmet, combination of
ELIOS helmet & DUO LED 14 headlamp

Caving helmet, combination of
ECRIN ROC helmet, DUO LED 14 headlamp
& ACETO light source

Acetylene generator

MYOBELT XP
battery pack E84400

Lens kit E44850

Spare battery pack

For discreet lighting while
preserving night vision
(TIKKA - ZIPKA series)

new

TIKKA XP
Wide Angle kit E86870

TIKKA XP
filter holder E86750

For discret lighting while
preserving night vision

Allows colored or spare Wide Angle
lens to be attached to headband

new

KIT FILTER SAXO E35900

POCHE TIKKA E43990

POCHE ZIPKA E44990

POCHE E12

For discreet lighting while preserving night
vision, or replacement of broken lens

Carrying pouch for
compact headlamps

Carrying case for compact headlamps
mounted on retractable cord

Headlamp pouch

TOPSTRAP E32999

CROCHLAMP L E04405

CROCHLAMP S E04350

ACETO E18

Top strap for MYOLITE headlamps

4 moldable headlamp clips
for thick-edged helmets

4 headlamp clips for
thin-edged helmets

Acetylene lamp with piezo ignition

ACCU DUO
+ EUR / US charger E65 2

ACCU DUO E65100 2

High capacity rechargeable battery
High-capacity rechargeable battery
for DUO LED 5 & 14 with quick charger
for the DUO LED 5 & 14

EUR / US DUO
charger E65200 2

12 V car charger
for DUO E65300 2

Quick charger for ACCU DUO

Car charger for ACCU DUO

MODU’LED 14 DUO® E60970
Hybrid reflector + 14 LED module
with 3 regulated lighting levels

Headlamps
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Product name

Reference

Weight

Water resistance
level

Batteries

Bulbs

Regulated

Ligting level

with batteries (worn on head)

Distance

Battery life

Beam pattern

t=0

t=0h30

t=10 h

t=30 h

total

reserve

19 m

12 m

5m

3m

35 h

/

Light output (lumens)

Power level

X

16 lm

STANDARD

wide

spot

E02 P

27 g / 0.95 oz

waterproof

CR2032 x 2

LED x 3
Red LED X 1

maximum
economy

11 m

10 m

5m

3m

45 h

/

E41 PM

78 g / 2.75 oz

water resistant

LR03 / AAA x 3

LED x 2

-

23 m

20 m

15 m

8m

140 h

/

X

18 lm

STANDARD

TIKKA

E43 PT - E43 PS - E43 PM

78 g / 2.75 oz

ZIPKA

E44 PT - E44 PM

65 g / 2.3 oz

water resistant

LR03 / AAA x 3

LED x 3

-

27 m

22 m

14 m

6m

120 h

/

X

26 lm

STANDARD

TACTIKKA

E46 P2 - E46 PC2

78 g / 2.75 oz

TIKKA PLUS

E47 PT - E47 PS - E47 PM

78 g / 2.75 oz

maximum

32 m

25 m

15 m

5m

100 h

/

ZIPKA PLUS

E48 PT - E48 PM

65 g / 2.3 oz
optimum

23 m

20 m

13 m

6m

120 h

/

X

78 g / 2.75 oz

35 lm
(maximum)

POWER

E49 P - E49 PC

TACTIKKA PLUS ADAPT

E49 PA

92 g / 3.25 oz

economy

15 m

14 m

11 m

9m

150 h

/

TIKKA XP

E86 PR

95 g / 3.4 oz

maximum

35 m

30 m

20 m

7m

60 h

/

E89 PC - E89 PD

95 g / 3.4 oz

optimum

27 m

25 m

19 m

9m

80 h

/

economy

18 m

17 m

15 m

13 m

120 h

/

X

40 lm
(Boost)

POWER

E89 P

120 g / 4.2 oz

Boost

50 m

/

/

/

/

E35 NOI

215 g / 7.6 oz

water resistant

LR6 / AA x 4

Standard

-

50 m

40 m

/

/

9h

/

halogen (optional)

-

100 m

70 m

/

/

4h

/

X

15 lm

STANDARD

E39

235 g / 8.3 oz

waterproof
- 70 m

LR6 / AAx 4

krypton

-

70 m

60 m

/

/

9h

/

X

20 lm

STANDARD

E31 P

175 g / 6.2 oz

water resistant

LR6 / AA x 3

xenon halogen

-

76 m

50 m

/

/

3 h 30

/

standard (optional)

-

31 m

25 m

/

/

8 h 30

/

X

X

20 lm
(xenon halogen)

STANDARD

xenon halogen

-

76 m

50 m

/

/

3 h 30

/

standard (optional)

-

31 m

25 m

/

/

8 h 30

/

X

X

20 lm
(xenon halogen)

STANDARD

LED x 3

-

25 m

22 m

19 m

10 m

130 h

/

X

40 lm
(xenon halogen)

POWER

e+LITE

TIKKINA

water resistant

TACTIKKA PLUS

TACTIKKA XP
TACTIKKA XP ADAPT
SAXO
SAXO AQUA
MYOLITE

MYOLITE 3

MYO 3

E32 P

E27 PN

185 g / 6.5 oz

240 g / 8.5 oz

water resistant

water resistant

water resistant

LR03 / AAA x 3

LR03 / AAA x 3

LR6 / AA x 3

LR6 / AA x 4

LED x 4

High-output LED

xenon halogen

-

90 m

60 m

/

/

4h

/

standard (optional)

-

35 m

30 m

15 m

0m

10 h 30

/

LED x 3

-

25 m

22 m

19 m

10 m

130 h

/

X

X
X
X

Headlamps
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Product name

Reference
with batteries

MYOBELT SB 5

E33 P

Water resistance
level

Weight

255 g / 9 oz

Batteries

Bulbs

MYOBELT XP

Accu MYOBELT XP
(MYOBELT XP)

E83 P

E84 P

E85

175 g / 6.2 oz

220 g / 7.8 oz

335 g / 11.8 oz

300 g / 10.6 oz

DUO LED 5

105 g / 3.7 oz

water resistant

DUOBELT LED 5

75 g / 2.6 oz

75 g / 2.6 oz

300 g / 10.6 oz

water resistant

waterproof
-5m

LR6 / AA x 3

NiMH

LR6 / AA x 4

E73 P

550 g / 19. 4 oz

380 g / 13.4 oz

140 g / 4.9 oz

waterproof
-5m
waterproof
-5m

NiMH (optional)

LR14 / C X 4

E72 P

300 g / 10.6 oz

300 g / 10.6 oz

waterproof
-5m

LR6 / AA x 4

t=0

t=0h30

t=10 h

t=30 h

total

reserve

60 m

/

/

4h

/

standard (optional)

-

35 m

30 m

15 m

0m

10 h 30

/

7m

/

70 h

64 h

maximum
X

High-output LED

High-output LED

X

28 m --> 6 h

optimum

17 m --> 30 h

80 h

50 h

economic

14 m --> 75 h

90 h

15 h

maximum

45 m

35 m

25 m

11 m

70 h

/

optimum

35 m

30 m

25 m

13 m

90 h

/

economic

20 m

17 m

15 m

14 m

170 h

/

boost

65 m

/

/

/

380 g / 13.4 oz

380 g / 13.4 oz

waterproof
-5m

NiMH

550 g / 19. 4 oz

140 g / 4.9 oz

waterproof
-5m

LR14 / C x 4

60 h

33 h

19 m --> 55 h

110 h

55 h

boost

65 m

/

/

/

/

/

-

100 m

70 m

/

/

4h

/

10 m

LED x 5

-

28 m

24 m

20 m

halogen

-

100 m

75 m

/

LED x 5

-

halogen

-

100 m

80 m

35 m

LED x 5

-

28 m

24 m

22 m

19 m

24 m --> 12 h

-

100 m

70 m

/

/

optimum
LED x 14

X

maximum

26 m --> 10 h
34 m --> 3 h 30

-

LED x 14

X

maximum

optimum

LED x 14

X

maximum
economic

9m

/

15 m --> 63 h
100 m

75 m

optimum

halogen
E76 P

31 m --> 27 h

optimum
economic

/

/

26 m --> 17 h
34 m --> 5 h

economic

DUOBELT LED 14

/
32 h

41 m --> 12 h

halogen

halogen
E72 AC

/
44 h

maximum

economic

DUO LED 14 ACCU

Beam pattern

90 m

halogen

DUO LED 14

Battery life

-

175 g / 6.2 oz
water resistant

Distance

xenon halogen

LR6 / AA x 4

E69 P
380 g / 13.4 oz

Lighting level

worn on head

LED x 5

MYO XP

Regulated

9m

/

15 m --> 70 h
100 m

80 m

35 m

/

26 m --> 35 h
34 m --> 9 h 30

9m

15 m --> 210 h

/

65 h

/

5 h 30

/

30 h

18 h

11 h 30

/

350 h

/

4h

/

148 h

138 h

183 h 30

180 h

110 h

47 h

5 h 30

/

40 h

23 h

33 h

28 h

96 h

26 h

11 h 30

/

305 h

270 h

294 h 30

285 h

430 h

220 h

wide

spot

X

X

Light output
(lumens)

Power level

40 lm
(xenon halogen)

POWER

X

X

X

50 lm
(Boost)

HIGH POWER

X

X

50 lm
(Boost)

HIGH POWER

40 lm
(5 LEDs)

POWER

40 lm
(5 LEDs)

POWER

67 lm
(14 LEDs)

HIGH POWER

67 lm
(14 LEDs)

HIGH POWER

67 lm
(14 LEDs)

HIGH POWER

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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T-shirts…

new

new

T-SHIRT ML Z42 07

T-SHIRT MC Z41 07

CEINTURE Z10

PORTE-CLES C4505

Long sleeve t-shirt

Short sleeve t-shirt

Webbing accessory belt with
DoubleBack buckle

Webbing key chain

• View and download all the PETZL videos at www.petzl.com/video

© Sébastien Devrient

new

• Get the latest Petzl news :
new products, events...
• Products :
- a presentation of the product lines and complete descriptions of all Petzl products,
detailing their use and technical specifications,
- download any instructions for use that you might have lost...
• Spare parts :
the pdf presents all the spare parts and can be viewed and downloaded from the product pages.
• Technical tips :
- check out suggested solutions for each activity : progression and protection techniques,
with the right gear,
- refresh your belay techniques and rope management skills: anchors, rappelling...
• Download the various PETZL catalogs at www.petzl.com/catalog
• Find a retailer near you and contact your distributor at www.petzl.com/contact

Mont-Blanc & Oisans guidebooks
Warning
Activities at height are inherently dangerous and may result in serious injury or death.
Take the time to fully read and understand the information presented in this catalog,
as well as the instructions for use that come with the products.
Gaining an adequate apprenticeship in appropriate techniques and methods of protection
is your own responsibility.
The information presented in this catalog is believed to be correct at press time,
but it is not guaranteed to be exhaustive, correct, understandable, or up-to-date.

new
MONT BLANC 4 808 m,
5 Routes to the Summit

Snow, ice & mixed
Mont-Blanc massif guidebook

Cascades autour du Mont-Blanc

Oisans aux 6 vallées

90705 / 90706

Z03 1 / Z03 2

Z02 / Z02 ENG

Z01 FR / Z01 ENG - Z0102 FR / Z0102 ENG

Five classic routes leading to the top of
Mont-Blanc described in detail. Also contains
valuable technical suggestions and history.
François Damilano. (EN and FR)

All the snow, ice & mixed routes
in Mont-Blanc massif, in two volumes.
Route descriptions and highlighted
photographs. François Damilano.
(EN and FR)

All the ice climbs in the valleys surrounding
the Mont-Blanc massif, in two volumes (FR).
François Damilano and Godefroy Perroux.

All the ice climbs in the valleys of the Oisans,
in two volumes (FR).
François Damilano and Godefroy Perroux.

Book

PETZL reserves the right to modify this information at any time.
Petzl’s civil liability does not extend to products that have been modified or repaired outside
our factories.
Contact PETZL if you have any doubt or difficulty in understanding the information presented
in this catalog (www.petzl.com/contact).

AFTER-SALES SERVICE:
Spare parts may be ordered directly from the factory:
Petzl, Cidex 105 A - ZI 38920 CROLLES, FRANCE, or from your distributor.
To avoid any confusion, send us the used part or a drawing of the part you need.
GUARANTEE:
3-year guarantee covering parts and labour only for manufacturing defects.
Normal wear and tear and inappropriate use are excluded from the guarantee.
To take advantage of the guarantee, the defective part must be returned to us.
SUGGESTIONS :
You can take part in the improvement of climbing and caving equipment manufactured by Petzl.
We would be pleased to receive your ideas and suggestions (www.petzl.com/contact)

CD ROM
This CD-ROM contains all the necessary information to inspect your PPE :
- videos demonstrating the inspection procedure for each PPE family,
- close-up photos of critical inspection points,
- explanation of the various PPE standards,
- equipment maintenance suggestions.

Interior, 1 to 144 catalogue pages printed on V.GREEN paper, 100 % recycled,
made up mostly of post-consumer waste. Using non-chlorine bleach, the
production of this catalog respects the environment by reducing energy
consumption, as well as air and water pollution. Received the 2004 European
award for the environment.

The video inspection procedures are available in written form and can be printed.
Inspection sheets for each PPE family can also be printed.

Cover printed on NEPAL paper, essentially made of wood from PEFC managed
forests (Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes).

You can also install Easy Inspect: planning and archival software for inspecting your equipment.
It will help you follow the points presented in the CD-ROM.

ONE MOVE TOO MANY... Z18

CD ROM EPI Z29 B

Covers rock-climbing related injuries (EN)

Inspect your own
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

The content of this CD-ROM and updates can be found at www.petzl.fr/PPE
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To find a Petzl retailer near you or anywhere in the world go to:
www.petzl.com/contact
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